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This textbook has been planned and designed to be used together with the website 
http://jaimegeografiaehistoria.wordpress.com. You will be expected to use both 

resources together during the year.  
 

If you have doubts, ask the teacher in the classroom, leave a comment in the blog or 
e-mail him to jaime.alonso@iesvaldebernado.es or jaime.alonso@educa.madrid.org.  

 

  

http://jaimegeografiaehistoria.wordpress.com/
mailto:jaime.alonso@educa.madrid.org
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ONCE UPON A TIME 
 

All stories begin with ‘Once upon a time’. And that’s just what this story is all about: what 
happened, once upon a time. Once you were so small that, even standing on tiptoes, you 
could barely reach your mother’s hand. Do you remember? Your own history might begin 

like this: ‘Once upon a time there was a small boy’ – or a small girl – ‘and that small boy 
was me.’ But before that you were a baby in a cradle. You won’t remember that, but you 

know it’s true. Your father and mother were also small once, and so was your 
grandfather, and your grandmother, a much longer time ago, but you know that too. After 

all, we say: ‘They are old.’ But they too had grandfathers and grandmothers, and they, 
too, could say: ‘Once upon a time’. And so it goes on, further and further back. Behind 

every ‘Once upon a time’ there is always another. Have you ever tried standing between 
two mirrors? You should. You will see a great long line of shiny mirrors, each one smaller 

than the one before, stretching away into the distance, getting fainter and fainter, so that 
you never see the last. But even when you can’t see them anymore, the mirrors still go 

on. They are there, and you know it. 
And that’s how it is with ‘Once upon a time’. We can’t see where it ends. Grandfather’s 

grandfather’s grandfather’s grandfather… it makes your head spin. But say it again, slowly, 
and in the end you’ll be able to imagine it. Then add one more. That gets us quickly back 

into the past, and from there into the distant past. But you will never reach the beginning, 
because behind every beginning there’s always another ‘Once upon a time’. 

[…] Our memory is like that burning scrap of paper. We use it to light up the past. First of 
all our own, and then we ask old people to tell us what they remember. After that we look 
for letters written by people who are already dead. And in this way we light our way back. 
There are buildings that are just for storing old scraps of paper that people once wrote on 
– they are called archives. In them you can find letters written hundreds of years ago. […]  

And if we also ask, ‘And how exactly did that happen?’ we will be asking about history. 
Not just a story, but our story, the story that we call the history of the world. Shall we 

begin? 
 

Ernst H. Gombrich, A Little History of the World. 1936. 
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Unit 1 – The Fall of the Roman Empire and the Early Middle Ages 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

 

1. The Fall of Rome and the Germanic Peoples. 
1.1. The High Roman Empire. 

1.2. The Crisis of the Lower Roman Empire (284-476). 

1.3. An era of invasions. The Germanic peoples. 

2. The Byzantine Empire. 
2.1. Origins and expansion. 

2.2. Political, economic and social organisation. 

2.3. Religion, culture and art. 

3. The Franks and the Carolingians. 
3.1. Origins and expansion. 

3.2. Political, economic and social organisation. 

3.3. Culture and art. 
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Presentation in the blog. 

 

 
 

Name: Byzantion  Old Greek colony. 
324 AD  Constantine the Great founded New Rome  Constantinople. It became capital 

of the Roman Empire. 
Origin: 395 AD  Theodosius the Great divided the Roman Empire: 

- Western Roman Empire  Rome fell at the hands of the Ostrogoths in 476. 
- Eastern Roman Empire  Capital in Constantinople.  
 The Eastern Roman Empire continued until 1453  they considered themselves Romans.  
 

PHASES OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE: 

 Splendour  6th century  Justinian I the Great (527-565). 
- Territorial expansion  Reconquer territories of the Western Roman Empire  He 

conquered:  
 Rome and the Italian Peninsula.  
 North-western Africa.  
 South-east of the Iberian Peninsula. 

 7th to 10th centuries: after Justinian’s death, decadence and gradual loss of power. Enemies: 
o Arabs (Islamic Empire) from the south and south-east. 
o Neo-Persian Empire from the east. 
o Slavs from the north. 

 10th to 15th centuries  Crisis and progressive loss of territories. 

 15th century  
o 1453: Constantinople fell at the hands of the Ottoman Turks.  

 

 
 

Political power  Emperor (Basileus [Greek for ‘king’. Reference to divine power, given by God])  
Absolute power (political, military, religious, etc.). He appointed the strategoi (provincial governors) 
Codex Justinianus  Legal code compiled by Justinian the Great, based on Roman law. 
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Importance of trade  Constantinople as crossroads of trading routes between Europe, Asia and 
Africa, between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. 

o Silk Route  from China and India to Europe.  
 China: silk. 
 India: spices, ivory, pearls, etc.  

 

 
Division between landowning nobility and clergy with the poor peasants.  
 

 
 

Combination of Greek, Roman and eastern cultures. 
Greek as official language from the 7th century. 
They preserved classical Greek works (Philosophy, Science, etc.)  Transmission to the West 
(mostly from the 13th century). 

 

 
Orthodox Christians  Split from Rome (official in the 11th century).  
Great influence  Political and religious powers were united. 
 Basileus  Protector of the Eastern Church  
  Appointed the Patriarch of Constantinople  thus controlled by the Emperor 
(Caesaropapism) 
  Emperor crowed by the Patriarch of Constantinople.  
Conflicts: 

o Iconoclastic Wars (8th-9th centuries)  about the prohibition of the cult of religious images.  
 Emperor (iconoclast) Vs Monasteries + people (iconodules).  Iconodule victory. 

o Eastern Schism (Great Schism)  Rivalry Pope Vs Patriarch. 
 1054  Schism (separation) between Catholic (Western) and Orthodox (Eastern) 

church. 
 

 
Presentation in the blog. 

 

 
 
Franks  Germanic people settled in northern Gaul (France). 

   Important from the 5th century. 
 

507  Battle of Vouillé.  They expelled the Visigoths from France.  
  Visigoths  Kingdom of Toledo (507-711) 
Frankish kings  Power in the hands of the mayors of the palace (major-domo). 

732  Battle of Poitiers (B. of Tours) 
  Charles Martel (mayor) led the Franks against the Muslims.  
  Frankish victory  Muslims pushed to the south of the Pyrenees.  
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751  Pepin the Short (Martel’s son)  Occupied the Frankish throne  New dynasty.  
He supported the Pope against the Lombards (Northern Italy), and gave lands to the Pope 

 Papal States.  
 

768  CHARLEMAGNE (768-814) 
Idea  Re-establish the glory and unity of the (Western) Roman Empire.  
Territorial expansion: northern Italy (Lombards), Germany (Babarians and Saxons), 

Hungary (Avars), northern Iberian Peninsula (Muslims), etc.) 
  Capital in Aquisgranum (Aachen, Germany).  

800  CROWNED HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR BY LEO III. 
o Protector of the Catholic Church and Christendom.  
o Reference to the power of the Roman Emperors. 

 
814  Charlemagne died  Louis the Pious  until 843  Struggle among his children  Treaty 
of Verdun (843)  Division of the empire in three (France, central area and Germany – Francia 
occidentalis, Francia media and Francia orientalis). 
 

 
 

Emperor  Political, military and religious power (he protected the Catholic Church). 
Territory  Divided into counties (count) and marches (border provinces, marquis) 
Capital  Aquisgranum (Aachen, Germany). 
 Imperial palace  it centralised power and administration. 
 

 
Rural life  Agriculture and livestock. Almost no handcrafts and trade (only luxury products).  
 Large estates (latifundia) belonged to nobility or church.  
 

 
Pyramidal hierarchy: 

- Emperor 
o Nobility and high clergy: landowners, government, administration, church, etc.  

 Free people: mostly peasants.  
o Serfs: descendant of former slaves. Tied to the land. 

Beginning of manorial system  the emperor gives lands (and the serfs) to the nobility in exchange 
of loyalty and military service  Development during Feudalism. 
 

 
 

Carolingian Renaissance  Development around the Palatine School of Aachen.  
 Influence of Roman models  Latin, classical teachings, etc.  
 For future positions in the administration and nobility.  
 

 
Presentation in the blog. 
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GLOSSARY: 
 

Roman Empire 
High Roman Empire 

Lower Roman Empire 
Pax Romana 

Constantine the Great 
Theodosius the Great 

Byzantine Empire 

Constantinople 
Justinian I the Great 

Orthodox Christianity 
Basileus 

Iconoclastic Wars 
Eastern Schism 

Franks 

Battle of Vouillé 
Battle of Poitiers 
Charles Martel 

Pepin (Pippin) the Short 
Charlemagne 

Treaty of Verdun 
Manorial system 

 

TEXT - THE BARBARIANS SEEN BY THE ROMANS: 
“They transact no public or private business without being armed. It is not, however, usual for anyone to 
wear arms till the state has recognized his power to use them. Then in the presence of the council one of the 
chiefs, or the young man's father, or some kinsman, equips him with a shield and a spear. These arms are 
what the "toga" is with us, the first honour with which youth is invested. […] 
It is an honour as well as a source of strength to be thus always surrounded by a large body of selected 
youths; it is an ornament in peace and a defence in war. And not only in his own tribe but also in the 
neighbouring states it is the renown and glory of a chief to be distinguished for the number and valour of his 
followers, for such a man is courted by embassies, is honoured with presents, and the very prestige of his 
name often settles a war. 
When they go into battle, it is a disgrace for the chief to be surpassed in valour, a disgrace for his followers 
not to equal the valour of the chief. And it is an infamy and a reproach for life to have survived the chief, and 
returned from the field. To defend, to protect him, to ascribe one's own brave deeds to his renown, is the 
height of loyalty. The chief fights for victory; his vassals fight for their chief. […] 
They are not easily persuaded to plough the earth and to wait for the year's produce as to challenge an enemy 
and earn the honour of wounds. No, they actually think it is tame and stupid to acquire by the sweat of toil 
what they might win by their blood.” 

Tacitus, Germania 
Answer the following questions in your notebook 

1. Look in the dictionary for the underlined words and those you do not understand.  

2. How does Tacitus depict the Barbarians? Is it a good or bad opinion? Does he admire them, or 

despise them? 

3. What was the role of war and military action in the life of the Germanic peoples? 

 

VIDEO – FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE… IN THE 15th CENTURY: 

CRASH COURSE WORLD HISTORY #12 
 

1. How did the Romans incorporate people into their Empire? Why was incorporating Germanic 

people considered a bad idea? 

2. What change in the outfits symbolised the change from stability to instability? Why did Republican 

Romans despise them? 

3. Why did Constantine move the capital to Byzantium/Constantinople? 

4. Why did the Byzantines think of themselves as Roman? 

5. Why is Justinian considered such a great Emperor? 

6. Why is Hagia Sophia considered a symbol of the Byzantine Empire? 

7. What important difference separated Byzantines from Romans? What are the main differences? 

8. How is Rome still reflected in our lives? 
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TEXT – THE CORONATION OF CHARLEMAGNE 
 
“Two days later it was Christmas. St. Peter’s Basilica was full of people wearing colourful clothing and shiny 
ornaments. Charlemagne, king of the Franks, entered, wearing sandals and dressed in the Roman style with 
a long tunic and a cloak. He proceeded to the altar, where he knelt down and prayed for a long time in silence. 
Leo III, the pope, walked towards him and placed a golden crown on his head. All the people cheered and 
shouted three times: ‘To the Emperor Charles Augustus, crowned by God, noble and peaceful emperor of the 
Roman, life and victory!’. The noise was very loud. The pope knelt before the emperor and kissed his cloak. 
Charlemagne became the emperor of the West. He was the first since the fall of the Roman Empire in 476”. 

F. Lebrun. The days of Charlemagne. 
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Unit 2 – Islam, the Islamic Caliphates and al-Andalus 

 

 
 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
 

1. Muhammed and the origins of Islam. 
1.1. The origins and spread of Islam. 

1.2. Muhammad, prophet of Islam. 

1.3. Muslim religion. 

2. The evolution of the Islamic Caliphates. 
2.1. The Orthodox Caliphate (632-661) 

2.2. The Umayyad Caliphate (661-750) 

2.3. The Abbasid Caliphate (750-1258) 

3. Islam in the Iberian Peninsula: Al-Andalus. 
3.1. The Conquest (711-718) 

3.2. The Dependent Emirate (718-756). 

3.3. The Independent Emirate (756-929) 

3.4. The Caliphate of Córdoba (929-1031) 

3.5. Taifa Kingdoms (1031-1085) 

3.6. North-African dynasties (1085-1212) 

3.7. Last Taifas and Nasrid Kingdom of Granada (1212-1492) 

4. The political, economic and social organisation of the 

Caliphates and Al-Andalus. 
4.1. Political organisation. 
4.2. Economic activities. 
4.3. Social organisation. 
4.4. Cities and housing. 
4.5. Islamic culture. 

5. Islamic Art. 
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Arabian Peninsula  Nearly deserted area.  
Pre-Islam (early. s. VII)  Polytheistic independent tribes.  

Main cities: Mecca and Medina. Mecca  Centre of commerce.  
Only shared links: language (Arabic), and worship of the Kaaba (black rock) and other idols 
in Mecca. 

 

  
Muhammed  Prophet of Islam  
 Born in Mecca in 570. Merchant. 

610 onwards  Archangel Gabriel appeared to him  new prophet of Allah (God)  
Preacher of Islam (Muslims  Followers of Islam). 
Muhammed  Started in Mecca  Hijra / Hegira (622): migration, flight to Medina 
In Medina  Followers (‘Umma’) grew  630: Conquered Mecca. 
632: Muhammad’s death 

Territories conquered: Arabian Peninsula.  
Teachings: compiled in the Koran (Qu’ran) 

 

 
Islam  “Submission to God”. 

Monotheistic religion 
God  Allah   
Muhammed  Prophet 
Koran (Qu’ran)  Sacred book of Islam. 
 It contains the Allah’s revelations to Muhammed and the obligations of all Muslims. 

  Written in Arabic. 
  114 suras (Chapters) 
 
Principles of Islam: 

- Five pillars of Islam: 
o Declaration of faith ("There is no god but Allah and Muhammed is his prophet"). 
o Pray five times a day towards Mecca (in the mosque on Friday). 
o Fast during Ramadan.  
o Give alms to the needy.  
o Pilgrimage to Mecca once in the lifetime. 

- Code of conduct (Sharia) 
o Forbidden: alcohol, pork, gambling and betting, etc.  
o Principles of the ‘Uma’: equality, tolerance, brotherhood and unity.  
o Polygamy is allowed. 
o No human representations. 

 

 
The Islamic Empire grew a lot during the 7th and 8th centuries, but then it started to decrease. 
However, Islam expanded throughout the world.  
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- Will to expand the faith.  
- They organised a powerful army.  

- They wanted war spoils (botín de guerra). 
- Weakness of adversaries.  

 

 
Death of Muhammad in 632  CALIPHS: Successors of God’s prophet.  
 Power: higher political and religious authority. 
  Political: government, justice, army.  
  Religious: doctrine. Presided the Friday prayers.  
First four caliphs: close disciples of Muhammad  ORTHODOX CALIPHATE (632-661) 

Capital: Medina. 
Conquests: Libya, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia. 

 

 
Umayyad family  hereditary succession of the caliphate.  
Capital: Damascus (Syria). 
Conquests and territory: the greatest of the caliphate.  

Iberian Peninsula (stopped European expansion at Battle of Poitiers), Maghreb… until the 
Turkestan and river Indus.  

Government: Caliphs  Viziers (prime ministers) and emirs (provincial governors [political power]).  
 

 
750  After tensions and revolts  Abbasid family takes power  Killed Umayyad family (except 

one  Abd ar-Rahman I  Political independence of al-Andalus). 
Capital  Baghdad. 
Expansions: Crete and Sicily.  

Control of the Mediterranean Sea, Syria, Persia, etc.  Importance of caravan traders and 
sailors  Expansion of Islam in Africa, Central Asia, Indonesia, etc.  

 
9th-13th centuries  Internal struggles and divisions.  

1055  The Turks take the caliphate. 
1258  The Mongols take Baghdad.  

 
1453  Ottoman Empire  Constantinople conquered.  
1917  Dissolution of the Ottoman Empire (Turk).  
 

 
The Islamic Empire of the Umayyad dynasty conquered almost the whole Iberian Peninsula from 
711, and there was Muslim power in the territory until 1492. Great influence in language, culture, 
ways of life, etc.   
 

 
Before 711  Roman Empire (Until 5th century) 
  Visigoths  Kingdom of Toulouse (until 507) and Kingdom of Toledo (507-711) 
  6th-7th centuries  Byzantine Empire in the south-east. 
  End 7th century  Political and economic crisis.  
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711  Instability and rivalry among the Visigoths  Rivals of the Visigothic king Roderic (Rodrigo) 
asked for help from the Muslims of North Africa  Tarik ibn Ziyad crosses the strait of Gibraltar 
with an army of Arabs and Berbers  Battle of Guadalete. 
 Easy victory against the Visigoths + allegiances with Hispano-Visigoth nobles   Quick 
conquest.  

Some areas of Christian resistance in the North.  
 

 
Dependent Emirate  Dependent province of the Umayyad Caliphate of Damascus.  
Government  Emir (political power) 
They continued their expansion northwards  Stopped at Battle of Poitiers (732). 

722 – Battle of Covadonga. Christian resistance in the north of the Iberian Peninsula Vs 
Islamic Caliphate  Christian victory  Appearance of the Kingdom of Asturias. 
 

 
Abd ar-Rahman (Abderramán) I  Umayyad prince that managed to escape from the Abbasids  
He got support in Al-Andalus  He proclaimed himself independent emir. 

   Political independence from the Abbasid Caliphate. 
   Maintained religious authority of the caliph.  

Military struggles  North: Christian resistance (conquest of León in 914 and Zamora).  
   North-east  Carolingians  Hispanic March.  

Beginning of economic and cultural rise of Al-Andalus. 
 

 
Abd ar-Rahman (Abderramán) III  He proclaimed himself CALIPH  Independent Caliphate 
(Caliphate of Córdoba)  Political and religious independence.  

 He finished with internal problems. 
 More powerful than the Christians in the North.  

Period of greatest splendour of Al-Andalus.  
 

1002  Crisis after the death of Al-Mansur (Almanzor), general who governed in the name 
of the caliph Hisham II  Civil war (fitna). 

1031  Weakness of Caliphate  Provinces declared independent  Taifa kingdoms.  
 

 
Small independent kingdoms in Al-Andalus.
Military weakness because of the division into taifas  Parias or tributes to the Christians, or 
conquered. 
 
1085  Christians conquered Toledo  Ask the Almoravids (North Africa) for help. 
 

 

Almoravids (North Africa)  Help taifas  Control over Al-Andalus.  
Until 1145 
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Also from North Africa. Capital in Sevilla. 
Control until 1212: Battle of Navas de Tolosa. 

 

 
After Navas de Tolosa  Christian advance towards the Guadalquivir Valley, Valencia and 
Murcia.

Sevilla conquered in 1248. 
1238  Foundation of the KINGDOM OF GRANADA, Nasrid dynasty (Nasrid Kingdom of Granada).  

o Málaga, Almería, Granada and part of Cádiz.  
o Last of the taifas.   
o Importance of sea trade.  
o It lasted until 1492 thanks to the help from North Africa and the payment of parias. 

 1492  The Catholic Monarchs take Granada. End of Muslim power in the Iberian Peninsula.  
 

 

 
Caliph  Highest religious and political authority. 
Emir  Governors of the Caliph’s territories (only political power). 
Vizier  Ministers. Advisors of the Caliph, and later also in charge of the government. 
Qadis  Judges. Both religious and civil issues. 
Diwans  Tax collectors. 
 

 
Urban life  Centre of economic life.  

- Handcrafts. 
- Exchanges of handcrafts and agrarian products. 
- Connecting trade routes.  

 
Agriculture  most important activity. Importance of handcrafts and trade. 

 Agriculture: base of economy of Al-Andalus. 
o Dry farming: cereal, vines and olives. 
o Caliphate, and Al-Andalus  Irrigated farming  Development of irrigation 

techniques (wells, waterwheels, ditches, etc.) 
o They exchanged many crops across the empire  From Asia: rice, cotton, sugar cane, 

citrus fruits, aubergines, carrots, spinaches, etc.  

 Handcrafts: importance of textiles, paper, leatherwork, glasswork, etc.  

 Trade: very important across the Caliphate, and in Al-Andalus because of its geographical 
location. 

o Long distance routes  connecting Europe, Asia and Africa. Silk route. 
o Local trade: souks (local markets) for everyday products. 
o Currency: gold dinars and silver dirhams. 
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Taking the previous diagram into account, complete the diagram of the society of al-Andalus. 

 
 

 
Cities: political, social, economic and religious centres.  
Two main parts, divided:  

 Medina: walled. Divided in neighbourhoods. Irregular streets. 
o Alcazaba or citadel: fortified. Defensive function.  

 Alcázar (castle)  Governor’s residence. 
o Main mosque: religious centre.  
o Baths, souk (market), corn exchange (storage).  

 Outside the walls: 
o Arrabales: right outside the walled area. Poorer areas.  
o Almunias or alquerías: country villas.  

 

 
TEXT – Islamic heritage. 

 

 
Very diverse, but unified style. Influence of conquered peoples.  
Only architecture because little figurative representations (for avoiding idolatry). 
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- Materials: poor (bricks, wood, etc.), covered with tiles, marble or stucco (plaster with 

decorations for giving impression of richness). 
- Building elements:  

o Holding elements: Columns and pillars: thin shaft and decorated capitals.  
o Hold elements: 

 Arches: 

 Stilted semi-circular. 

 Horseshoe 

 Polylobed 

 Mixed (straight and curve lines) 
 Covering: 

 Ribbed dome (the nerves do not cross the centre). 

 Muqarna vaults 

 Segmented dome (like an orange). 
o Decorative elements: 

 Arabesque: vegetable motifs. 
 Calligraphies: in Arabic, with suras of the Koran. 
 Geometrical motifs 
 Laces: interlaced geometrical figures.  
 

 
 MOSQUE: main building. 

o Two main parts: 
 Open courtyard. 

 Minaret: bell tower, in one side, for calling to prayer.  

 Fountain: for ritual ablutions before praying. 
 Prayer room (Haram): covered space, divided in aisles or naves (corridors) 

by columns.  

 Qibla: wall oriented towards Mecca. 

 Mihrab: small room in the qibla with the Koran. Most sacred part. 

 Minbar: pulpit for the imam.  

 Palaces: residential and political-administrative function.  
o Lots of gardens, fountains and waterways.  
o Private and public areas.  

 Fortifications: alcázar (castle) and alcazaba. 

 Madrasa: religious schools.  
 

 
 CALIPHAL ART 

o Córdoba: mosque and Medina Azahara. 
o Horseshoe and polylobed arches, ribbed vaults.  

 Mezquita de Córdoba 

 Different phases (8th-10th c.). 

 Large haram with double arches.  

 Qibla  Facing southwards, with very decorated mirhab. 
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 Medina Azaraha. 

 City-palace in the outskirts of Córdoba. 10th century.  

 TAIFA KINGDOMS 
 Aljafería de Zaragoza  

 Polylobed and mixed arches.  

 ALMOHAD ARCHITECTURE 
o Very austere, little decoration.  
o Sevilla: 

 Torre del Oro: defensive tower.  
 Giralda: ancient minaret.  

 NASRID ART  La Alhambra de Granada 
o Poor materials, but very decorated (stucco, tiles, etc.). 
o Alcazaba  Fortified part. 
o Palacios Nazaríes (Nasrid palaces)  14th century.  

 Public and private areas around courtyards.  
 Lots of water. 

 

 

GLOSSARY: 
 

Islam 
Muhammed 

Mecca 
Koran 
Hegira 
Caliph 

Orthodox Caliphate 

Umayyad Caliphate 
Abbasid Caliphate 

Dhimmi 
Battle of Guadalete 
Dependent Emirate 

Independent Emirate 
Caliphate of Córdoba 

Taifa kingdoms 
Nasrid Kingdom 

Alcazaba 
Medina 
Mosque 

 

VIDEO – ISLAM, THE QURAN, AND THE FIVE PILLARS ALL WITHOUT 

A FLAMEWAR: CRASH COURSE WORLD HISTORY #13  
 

1. Why do we know so little about Islamic Civilization? 

2. Why can Islam be considered a radical reforming religion? 

3. What was the Kaaba before Muhammed? 

4. What do the Torah and Bible have in common but in contrast to the Koran (Quran)? 

5. What are the 5 pillars of Islam? 

6. What is the Haddith? 

7. What is the “Umma?” 

8. What date was chosen as start of the Islamic calendar? Why? 

9. Why was there a political -but no religious- conflict when Muhammed died? 

10. What did Abu Bakr do? 

11. Why did people embrace Islam? 
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TEXT – MUHAMMAD: 
 
“Islam means peace by submission and obedience to the Will and Commandments of God and those who 
accept Islam are called Muslims, meaning those who have accepted the message of peace by submission to 
God. 
In the first three years of Muhammad’s mission forty people (men and women) accepted Islam. The Prophet 
acted directed by a recent revelation by Archangel Gabriel to start preaching Islam. He then began to recite 
revelations to people in public and invite them to Islam. The Quraish, leaders of Mecca, took his preaching 
with hostility. 
The Quraish began to persecute Muslims by beating, torture and boycott of their businesses. In spite of great 
hardships and no apparent support, the message of Islam kept all Muslims firm in their belief. The Prophet 
was asked by God to be patient and to preach the message of the Koran. 
In 622, the leaders of the Quraish decided to kill the Prophet and they developed a plan in which one man 
was chosen from each of the Quraish tribes and they were to attack the Prophet simultaneously. Gabriel 
informed the Prophet of the plan and instructed him to leave Mecca immediately. They travelled north to 
Yathrib (Medina), and thanks to the protection of Allah the Prophet arrived safely in a suburb of Medina. This 
event is known as the ‘Hijra’ (Hegira, migration) and the Islamic calendar begins with this event. 
Many delegations from all regions of Arabia came to the Prophet to investigate the teachings of Islam, and a 
large number of people accepted Islam. The Prophet sent many of his companions to new communities to 
instruct them about the practice of Islam. 
Some years after, in 630, he Prophet marched to Mecca with an army consisting of three thousand Muslims 
of Medina and Muslims from other Arab communities that joined him on the way. The army entered Mecca 
without fighting and the Prophet went directly to the Kaaba. The Prophet pointed at each idol with a stick he 
had in his hand and said: “truth has come and falsehood will neither start nor will it reappear”. The Kaaba 
was then cleansed by the removal of all idols, and it was restored to its pristine status for the worship of One 
True God. 
The people of Mecca then accepted Islam including the staunch enemies of the Prophet. Within a year almost 
all Arabia had accepted Islam. The great change in Arabia alarmed the two superpowers, Byzantines and 
Persians. Their Governors, particularly the Byzantines, reacted with threats to attack Medina. Instead of 
waiting, the prophet sent a small army to defend the northern border of Arabia. In the remaining life of the 
Prophet, all of the major battles were fought on the northern front. 
The Prophet performed his first and last pilgrimage in 632, and he received the last revelation during this 
pilgrimage. Two months later, Prophet Muhammad fell ill and after several days died, the eleventh year after 
Hijra (June 8, 632) in Medina.” 
 

TEXT – ABD AR-RAHMAN I (ABDERRAMÁN I) 
“In 750, the Umayyad caliphate was overthrown as the result of an uprising known as the Abbasid Revolution. 
A new caliphate was founded, the Abbasid caliphate, whose ruling families claimed descent from a man called 
Abbas ibn Abd al-Muttalib who had been one of the uncles of the Prophet Muhammad. 
Many leading Umayyad families fled from Damascus, and among them was a young man called Abd ar-
Rahman, grandson of the recently deposed Umayyad caliph. Abd ar-Rahman was an extremely charismatic 
and powerful figure, so after escaping and crossing the Mediterranean sea and arrived in North Africa in 755, 
he quickly gained popular support an crossed to the territories of al-Andalus. Proclaiming himself as the true 
representative of the Umayyad caliphate, he began a civil war in al-Andalus in which he was victorious. 
In 756 he made the politically astute move of calling himself an emir or governor-general, rather than a 
caliph. This title suggested that he was still ruling in the name of his deposed grandfather, rather than his 
own. 
The new emirate became a safe place for anybody who had been displaced by the revolution in the east. Abd 
ar-Rahman placed his family in positions of authority throughout the emirate, turning it into a caliphate in all 
but name. In 763, he managed to repel an invasion by Abbasid forces and hold on to the territory. Al-Andalus 
was then a completely independent Muslim nation, with the capital in Cordoba. 
He was an enlightened sovereign, and maybe due to his years as fugitive he avoided prosecution of 
minorities. Therefore, Christians and Jewish maintained their religious freedom while paying the jizya tax”. 
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TEXT – ABD AR-RAHMAN III (ABDERRAMÁN III) 
“The most important single event in the internal history of al-Andalus under Abd ar-Rahman III was linked 
with the threat from the Fatimids [North-African dynasty, whose leader had proclaimed himself caliph and 
aspired to join al-Andalus to his territories]. This event was the assumption by Abd ar-Rahman III in 929 of 
the titles of ‘caliph’ and ‘commander of the believers’, together with the ‘throne-name’ of an-Nasir li-din-
Allah (“defender of the religion of God”). In making this claim what was asserted was not a universal right to 
rule all Muslims but the independence of the ruler of al-Andalus of all higher Muslim political [and also 
religious] authority. To support the claim he could point to his descent from the caliphs of Damascus […] The 
claim was thus not directly against the Abbasids but was to counter the claim of the Fatimids, and to give the 
petty rulers [reyezuelos] of North Africa the theological justification for recognising the sovereignty of the 
Umayyads of Córdoba”. 

Montgomery Watt, W., A History of Islamic Spain (London: Aldine Transaction, 2007) 

 

 
TEXT – ISLAMIC HERITAGE 

 

DISCOVERING THE NUMBERS 
“About 800 AD, not very long after the symbol for “nothing” was invented, the Hindu numerals spread into 
the north and west lands of India. These lands were inhabited by people who spoke Arabic. Arabic-speaking 
people also lived all across northern Africa and in Spain as well. The Hindu numerals spread through Africa 
and into Spain. 
The Arabs called the Hindu sunya, the symbol for “nothing”, sifr. About 820 AD, an Arabic mathematician 
named Muhammed Al-Khwarizmi wrote the first book about how to use the Hindu numerals in arithmetic.  
Over a hundred years later, a Frenchman named Gerbert was very interested in gathering knowledge, so he 
travelled to al-Andalus in 967 AD, which was far more advanced than other European countries. He came 
across Al-Khwarizmi’s book and was struck with the convenience of the new system of numerals. He brought 
the numerical system back to France with him. The people in Europe called them Arabic numerals because 
they obtained them from Arabic-speaking people. 
Two centuries later, there was a man called Leonardo Fibonacci, who lived in an Italian city called Pisa. He 
picked up the notion of the Hindu system of numerals while he was visiting northern Africa. In 1202, he 
published a book in which he used Arabic numerals plus the symbol for “nothing”. He showed how it could 
be used in arithmetic. By that time, Europe had emerged from the “Dark Age”. People were more prosperous 
and more learned. In Italy, especially, there were many businessmen who had to do a lot of calculating to 
keep track of their dealings. As Italian businessmen found how convenient the Arabic numerals were they 
abandoned the Roman numerals and used the new system instead”. 

Isaac Asimov, How we found out about numbers. 
 

ISLAMIC HERITAGE IN EUROPE 
“We could multiply the examples because the Franj [Franks] have learnt from the Arabs in all the fields, in 
Syria, Spain or in Sicily. And what they learnt was indispensable for their further expansions. If the Greek 
legacy was transmitted to Western Europe, it was through the Arabs, who translated and continued. In 
Medicine, Astrology, Chemistry, Geography, Mathematics and Architecture, the franj acquired their 
knowledge from the Arabic books they assimilated, imitated and then overtook. The amount to words that 
testify so! Zenith, nadir, azimuth, algebra, algorithm or, simply, ‘numeral’ (cifra).  
In what relative to industry, the Europeans took –before improving them– the methods the Arabs used to 
make paper, work with leather and textiles, distillate alcohol and sugar, etc. We cannot forget the extent to 
which the European agriculture was enriched due to the contact with the East: apricots, aubergines, oranges, 
lemons, watermelons… the list of ‘Arab’ words is infinite”  

Amin Maalouf, Las cruzadas vistas por los árabes (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 2003) [Own translation] 
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Answer the following questions in your notebook: 

1. Search for the underlined words in the dictionary (and the ones you do not understand fully).  

2. In two lines, write the main idea of the first text. 

3. What is the main idea of the second text?  

4. What do both texts have in common? 

5. When we speak about ‘European culture’, and after reading these texts, what are we speaking 

about? Can we speak about a single and unified culture? 

6. After reading these texts, what do you think about the influence of Islamic culture in Western 

culture?  

 
 

REVISE – THE POLITICAL EVOLUTION OF THE CALIPHATES: 
 
Draw a table like this one in your notebook and complete it with the information about the 
Islamic Caliphates. 

 ORTHODOX 

CALIPHATE 

UMAYYAD 

CALIPHATE 

ABBASID 

CALIPHATE 

DATES    

CAPITAL    

EXPANSION    

OTHER 

(Government, religion, etc.) 
   

 

 

REVISE – THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF AL-ANDALUS (I): 
Order the following paragraphs about different periods of Al-Andalus. 

Write the name of each period and their dates and try to fill the gaps with information studied 
in the unit. 

 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 

       

 
A. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

At the beginning of the ________ century, Al-Andalus was split into many small independent 

kingdoms. The Christian kingdoms in the north took advantage of this weak position to conquer 

lands from the Muslims.  

B. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

The emir _________________________ proclaimed himself caliph in ______, and so Al-Andalus 

became independent from Baghdad both from a political and a ______________ point of view. This 

was the moment of splendor of Al-Andalus. 

C. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

After Toledo was conquered by Alfonso VI of León, the Muslims asked the ________________ for 
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help. As a result, Al-Andalus was again unified under a single power. However, that did not last for 

long, so when their power decreased new Taifa kingdoms were formed. However, the 

____________________ conquered Al-Andalus and controlled it until they were defeated by the 

Christian kingdoms in the Battle of Navas de Tolosa, in __________. 

D. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

When the Abbasids defeated the _________________ Caliphate, a member of the Umayyad family, 

Abd-al-Rahman I, escaped to Al-Andalus and proclaimed himself ____________ in the year _______. 

Politically speaking, the emirate was independent from Baghdad, although it continued to recognize 

the religious authority of the caliph. 

E. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

An army of Arabs and _________ landed on the Iberian Peninsula and defeated the Visigoths at the 

Battle of ________________, in ______. After that, the Muslims conquered almost all the 

peninsular territory.  

F. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

Al-Andalus was placed under the government of an __________ who was under the authority of the 

Caliph of Damascus. After occupying the Iberian Peninsula, the Muslims continued to advance. They 

crossed over the Pyrenees and fought against the ____________ army, who defeated them at 

Poitiers in the year _______. 

G. PERIOD: ________________________________________________________ 

After the Battle of Navas de Tolosa and the Christian conquest of the Guadalquivir Valley, from 1248 

only the __________________________________________ was still in Islamic hands. It survived 

until the year ________, when it was conquered by the Catholic Monarchs. 

 

REVISE – THE ISLAMIC CITY: 
 

Identify the different parts of the Islamic city in the image. 
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REVISE – THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF AL-ANDALUS (I): 
 

Arrange these maps in chronological order. Which century do they correspond to? 

A.  B.  

C.  D.  
 

ORDER MAP 
CENTURY OR 
CENTURIES 

JUSTIFY WHY YOU THINK THE MAP CORRESPONDS TO 
THE CENTURY OR CENTURIES 

1st    

2nd    

3rd    

4th    
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REVISE – THE PARTS OF THE MOSQUE: 
 

Complete the images with the parts of the mosque and their function. 
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Unit 3 – The High Middle Ages in Europe: Feudalism 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

1. The birth of Feudal Europe. 
1.1.  The origins of Feudalism 

1.2.  Vassalage relationships 

1.3.  The feudal monarchy 

2. Society and economy in Feudalism.  
2.1.  Feudal society 

2.2.  Feudal economy  

2.3.  Characteristics of the fiefdom 

3. The Church and the clergy. 
3.1.  The political and economic importance of the Church. 

3.2.  The Crusades. 

4. Romanesque Art. 
4.1.  Romanesque architecture. 

4.2.  Romanesque painting and sculpture. 
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FEUDALISM  Definition: Political, social and economic system (WHAT) that predominated in 
Western Europe (WHERE) between the 9th and 13th centuries (WHEN).  
 
Feudal Europe  From the Atlantic ocean up to Russia, from the North and Baltic seas up to the 
Mediterranean.  
 

 
Carolingian Empire  Division into counties and marches.  

10th century  Holy Roman Empire (elective emperors) 
 
After the Carolingians  Insecurity  Foreign invasions.  

- Muslims (South) (From 8th century) 
- Vikings / Normans (Baltic and Atlantic) (From 9th century) 
- Magyar and Slavs (East) 

 
 Weakness of the kings  No protection of people, no taxing, no army  Need of nobles for 
assistance.  VASSALAGE (MANORIAL SYSTEM) 

ADD TO THE DEFINITION  Based on the manorial system.  
 

 
Manorial system (vassalage)  
 System of personal relationships.  

between the king and the high nobility and high clergy; and those with nobility of lower 
category. 
 Economic concessions (the manor or fief [land] and its control) in exchange of auxilium et 
consilium (loyalty, and military, economic and political help and advice). 
 Sealed by the Commendation ceremony  Homage and fealty (from fidelis).  

 

  
 

 
Kings  Protection of the territory  Land and their exploitation  Nobles (Feudal lords)  
Nobles (Feudal lords)  Fidelity, military help, advice and taxes  King  
Peasants  Under the protection of the nobles in exchange of work. 
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After the Carolingian Empire  Lots of kingdoms and independent states.  
 They shared: Christianity and feudal organisation.  
Kings  Top of feudal society.  

Power came from God  Representatives of God on Earth.  
‘Primus inter pares’ (First among equals)  Weak power. Power in the hands of high nobility 

and clergy. 
KINGDOM  Territory as property of the king.  

The king could divide it, join it with another kingdom, etc. 
ROYAL POWERS: Weak power (shared with the high nobility and clergy). 

But responsibilities in:  
- Leading military campaigns. 
- Raising special taxes (wars, weddings, coronations).  
- Supreme judge.  

 
Government with the aid of:  

o ROYAL COUNCIL AND COURT 
- Royal Council (Curia Regia)  Assembly of nobles and ecclesiastics for advising.  
- Court: entourage of the king. Advice.   
- Royal officials: to carry out the king’s decisions.  

 

  
  

Feudal society  Divided into three estates of the realm. 
  Closed social groups. 
  People belonged by birth (hereditary). 
  Each had a social function.  

 Nobility (bellatores)  Fighting (defending society) 

 Clergy (oratores)  Prayed (saved society) 

 Peasants (laboratores)  Worked (maintained society). 
 
PYRAMIDAL HIERARCHY, divided into two basic categories:  
Privileged: minority. Political and economic power (land  Fiefs). They did not pay taxes.  

- Kings  THEY WERE VASSALS OF NOBODY. EVERYBODY WERE THEIR VASSALS. 
- Nobility 

o High nobility: king’s vassals. Lords of the lower nobility and peasants. Dukes, 
counts, marquises, barons, etc. 

o Lower nobility: fighting (Knights). Vassals of the high nobility. 
- Clergy: 

o Regular clergy: They lived in monasteries  Monastic orders (Ora et labora). 
 High regular clergy: abbots and abbesses 
 Low regular clergy: monks and nuns. 
 Military orders  Warrior-monks. For defending or spreading 

Christianity. 
o Secular clergy: lived in the towns 

 High secular clergy: bishops and archbishops. Important families. 
 Low secular clergy: priests in parishes. 
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Non-privileged: the great majority (90 %). Paid the tithe (tax for the Church. 10 % income). 
- Free peasants (Villains)  Free people. Vassals of the feudal lords.  
- Serfs  Not free, but not slaves. Linked to the land.  

  

 
 

  
Rural life  Economy based on agriculture and livestock. Self-sufficiency, and subsistence 
economy. 

 Agriculture: 
o In the fief. 
o Low productivity:  

 Rudimentary tools: Roman plough, scythe, hoe, etc.  
 Two-year crop rotation.  
 From 12th century  Technological advances in agriculture. 

 Livestock farming: mostly cows, pigs and sheep.  

 Handcrafts: in the fiefs, whatever they needed (self-sufficiency).  

 Trade:  
o Self-sufficiency + insecurity = little trade. 
o Only local markets and itinerant trade.  
o External trade: only luxury products for the lords. 

 

  
Fiefs (fiefdoms): large property that belonged to the king, nobility and clergy.  

Land the lord grants to the vassal (It could not be sold). 
 Source of income for the vassal.  
 Feudal lord  economic exploitation and jurisdiction over the land and the people  
Justice, taxation, etc. 
 
Divided into:  

- Lord’s demesne: worked by the serfs for the lord. It contained the castle, land, pastures, 
etc.  
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- Holdings (tenements): plots of land given by the lord to peasants in exchange for labour 
and a part of the harvest as tax.  

- Some facilities (mill, press, bridges, etc.) belonged to the lord, and peasants had to pay 
to use them. 

 

 
 

Very important political, social, economic and cultural role.  
- Political: they participated in the decisions of the kingdoms, advising, mediating and 

naming kings.  
- Economic: large fiefs (with taxes from peasants), tithe, donations, etc.  
- Social: privileged estate.  

o They controlled and supervised the behaviour of the people.  
o They assisted the poor and sick, hosted pilgrims, etc.  
o The bell regulated the timetables.  

- Cultural: they organised teaching, they ordered works of art, preserved books (monks 
copied books by hand in the scriptoria). Also, they promoted pilgrimages (from 10th 
century). 

 Religious travel to holy places.  
 Rome, Santiago de Compostela, Jerusalem, etc. 

 

 
Military expeditions 
from Europe to the Holy Land (where Christ had lived) 
between the 12th and 13th centuries.  
for the reconquest of holy places. 

 

 
Romanesque: artistic style  

in Western Europe   
between 9th and 12th centuries.  

 First international style of the Middle Ages.  
 Spread thanks monastic orders, the Crusades and pilgrimages.  
 

Religious art (for glorifying God), in rural areas.  
 

 
Main characteristics: 

- Use of stone 
- Religious buildings: churches and monasteries.  
- Floor plans: Latin cross.  

o 1, 3 or 5 aisles separated by arches.  
o Transept. 
o Crossing, covered with a dome (cimborrio). 
o Head: semi-circular apses.  
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o In pilgrimage churches:  
 Tribune 
 Ambulatory 

- Holding elements:  
o Walls  Thick  Few windows.  
o Columns and cross-shaped pillars  decorated capitals.  
o Buttresses outside. 

- Hold elements:  
o Semi-circular arches.  
o Barrel vaults. 
o Groin vault. 

 

 
 

- Religious art: decorative and didactic (teaching through images) function. 
- Figures: rigid, inexpressive, static, etc. (no realism or beauty). 
- Main topics: Bible, life of Christ, Virgin with child (Theothrone), saints, Final Judgement 

(Pantocrator). 
 

 
- Wall paintings: on the churches’ walls. Mostly in the apses. Adapted to the frame.   
- On wood.  
- Miniatures: for illustrating manuscripts.  
- Plain and uniform colours, no perspective, dark lines.  
- Hierarchical perspective.  
- Pantocrator, biblical scenes, etc.  

 

 
- Relieves: inserted in the walls, adapted to the frame.  

o In entrances (archivolts and tympanums) and capitals.  
- Round bulge sculpture (de bulto redondo).  

o Wood or ivory. 
o Christ in the cross, Theothrone Virgin.  

- Static, rigid, no perspective.  
 

 

GLOSSARY: 

 
Feudalism 

Feudal king 
Curia Regia 

Manorial system 
Commendation ceremony 

Fief 
Holdings 

Demesne 
Two-year crop rotation 

Estates of the realm 
Nobility 
Clergy 
Villains 
Serfs 

Tithe 
Pilgrimages 

Regular clergy 
Monastic orders 

Crusades 
Romanesque 
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VIDEO – FEUDALISM IN EUROPE: 
1. How did the fall of Rome change Western Europe? 

2. Who was Charlemagne? 

3. What did Charlemagne want in exchange for giving land to his nobles? 

4. What is feudalism? 

5. What is the economic side of Feudalism? 

6. How does manorialism work? 

7. What is a self-sufficient community? 

8. What were the social classes of Feudalism? 

9. Who could become a knight and how? 

10. What is the difference between a peasant and a serf? 

 

TEXT – THE VIKINGS 
“The endless flood of Vikings never ceases to grow bigger. Everywhere Christ’s people are the victims of 
massacre, burning, and plunder. The Vikings overrun all that lies before them, and none can withstand them. 
[…] 
Justice was abandoned, and evil advanced. […]The number of ships grew larger, and the Northmen were 
beyond counting. Everywhere there were massacres of Christians, raids, devastation, and burnings. […] 
Whatever cities the Northmen attacked, they captured without resistance: Bordeaux, Perigueux, Limoges, 
Angouleme and Toulouse; then Angers, Tours, and Orleans were destroyed. […] What the Lord warns through 
the prophet came close to fulfilment: ‘From the North shall and evil break forth upon all the inhabitants of 
the land’. 
A few years later, an almost immeasurable fleet of Norse ships sailed up the Seine river. The evil done in 
those regions was no less than that perpetrated elsewhere. The Northmen attacked the city of Rouen and 
devastated and burned it. They then captured Paris, Beauvais and Meaux; Melun’s stronghold is razed to the 
ground. Chartres was also taken. They struck into the cities of Evreux, Bayeux and other neighbouring towns. 
Almost no place, and no monastery, remained unscathed […] Rare was the man who said ‘Stay, stay, resist, 
fight for the fatherland, for children and relatives’. Thus, losing heart and feuding among themselves, they 
purchased by tribute what they should have defended with arms, and the kingdom of the Christians 
succumbed.  
The Norsemen attacked Spain besides; they entered the Rhône River and they devastated Italy. While 
everywhere so many domestic and foreign wars were raging, the year 857 passed”. 

Ermentar of Noirmoutier, De translationibus et miraculis sancti Filiberti (9th century). 

 

TEXT - TRIPARTITE SOCIETY: ‘BELLATORES, ORATORES ET 

LABORATORES’ 
“The community of the faithful is a single body, but the condition of society is threefold [composed of three 
parts] in order. For human law distinguishes two classes. Nobles and serfs, indeed, are not governed by the 
same ordinance… The former are the warriors and the protectors of the churches. They are the defenders of 
the people, of both great and small, in short, of everyone, and at the same time they ensure their own safety. 
The other class is that of the serfs. This luckless breed possesses nothing except at the cost of its own labour. 
[…] The serfs provide money, clothes, and food, for the rest; no free man could exist without serfs. […] [in 
truth] the master, who claims to feed his serf, is fed by him. And the serf never sees an end to his tears and 
his sighs. 
God’s house, which we think of as one, is thus divided into three; some pray, others fight, and yet others 
work. The three groups, which coexist, cannot bear to be separated; the services rendered by one are a 
precondition for the labours of the two others; each in his turn takes it upon himself to relive the whole. Thus 
the threefold assembly is none the less united, and it is thus that law has been able to triumph, and that the 
world has been able to enjoy peace.” 
Bishop Adalbero of Laon, The Tripartite Society (1050) 
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TEXT – MANORIALISM AND VASSALAGE 
“The purpose of the commendation was to make a chosen person a vassal of a lord. The commendation 
ceremony is composed of two elements, one to perform the act of homage and the other an oath of fealty. 
The junior who was to become the vassal of his senior (seigneur) appeared bareheaded and weaponless as a 
sign of his submission to the will of the lord and knelt before him. The vassal would clasp his hands before 
him in a sign of submission, and would stretch his clasped hands outward to the lord. 
The lord in turn grasped the vassal’s hands between his own, showing he was the superior in the relationship. 
The vassal would announce he wished to become his “man”, and the lord would announce his acceptance. 
The act of homage was complete. 
The physical position for Christian prayer that is thought of as typical today, kneeling, with hands clasped 
together, originates from the commendation ceremony. 
The vassal would then place his hands on a Bible, or a saint’s relic, and swear he would never injure the lord 
in any way and to remain faithful. 
An example of an oath of fealty: ‘I promise on my faith that I will in the future be faithful to the lord, never 
cause him harm and will observe my homage to him completely against all persons in good faith and without 
deceit.” 
Once the vassal had sworn the oath of fealty, the lord and vassal had a feudal relationship” 

From Castles and Manors. 
 

TEXT – FEUDAL CONTRACT: LORD AND PEASANT 
“En nombre de Cristo, yo y mi esposa te entregamos a ti, Pere Grimo y a tu esposa y a tus hijos, en el término 
del castillo de Espluga, una tierra para que la cultives y un solar para haceros una casa. 
Cuando se halle plantada y crecida y dé fruto la parte por vosotros cultivada, deberéis darnos a nosotros la 
mitad de la vendimia, la mitad de todas las cosechas que Dios nos quiera dar y vosotros os quedaréis con la 
otra mitad. 
Nos daréis también una gallina y una hogaza de pan de censo anual […]. Además deberéis entregar 14 
medidas de grano de avena para la conservación de la acequia […].” 

Cartulario de Poblet, 1181. 

 

TEXT – PEASANTS’ OBLIGATIONS 

“On Saint John´s Day (24th June), the peasants must mow the lord´s fields and take the produce to the castle. 
Then they clear the ditches. In August they take the wheat to the farm and in September they give their lord 
one pig for every eight that they own. At the beginning of winter they sow the lord´s land. On saint Andrew’s 
day, 30th November, they hand over a cake. At Christmas, they give their lord two chickens, and some of their 
barley. At Easter they hand over two lambs. After that, they must go to the woods, cut wood for their lord 
and take it to the castle.” 

 

REVISE – FEUDAL SOCIETY 
Copy in your notebook and complete the pyramid of feudal society: 

 

http://www.castlesandmanorhouses.com/life_11_commendation.htm
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VIDEO – THE CRUSADES: PILGRIMAGES OR HOLY WAR?: CRASH 

COURSE WORLD HISTORY #15 
 

1. What were the Crusades? 

2. What was the original idea of the Crusades? Was it a Holy War? 

3. Why did the First Crusade begin? 

4. What is the best way of getting people to unite? 

5. Why is it a myth that the Crusades were an example of early European colonisation of the Middle 

East? 

6. What success was gained from the First Crusade 

7. Who was leading the Muslims in the Third Crusade, and why did it happen? 

8. Why was Fourth Crusade different… and weird? 

9. Were any of the goals of the Crusades met? 

 

 

PROJECT – EVERYDAY LIFE IN FEUDAL EUROPE 
 
You are going to live in Feudal Europe. Obviously, travelling back in time is only possible in films, so 
for this unit you will have to imagine and do some research about what a day in the life of somebody 
between the 9th and 12th centuries was like. So, you will be required to describe the person 
(including his or her role in the social structure), and write as if you were him or her one day, as 
realistic, detailed and original as possible. 
 
There are three options for the format: 

- OPTION A: Write a diary entry of one day. 
- OPTION B: Record a 5 minute video as a “video diary”. 

 
This little project will be presented in the classroom either reading the diary, presenting the ‘tweet 
feed’ orally in 5 minutes, or showing the video to the class. 
 
The characters are as follows: queen, knight, troubadour, lady of the high nobility, monk, travelling 
vendor, bishop, peasant, serf (woman), 10-year old girl, blacksmith. 
 
Check the blog for resources. 
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Unit 4 – The Late Middle Ages: bourgeoisie, cities and cathedrals 

 

 

 
 

 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

 

1. The Late Middle Ages and the growth of cities. 
1.1. Agricultural change and population growth. 

1.2. The growth of cities. 

1.3. Urban government and freedoms. 

1.4. Characteristics of medieval cities. 

2. Economic activities and social groups in medieval cities. 
2.1. The development of trade 

2.2. Craftwork and craft guilds. 

2.3. A new social class: the bourgeoisie. 

3. Political changes: the reinforcement of the monarchy and the 

appearance of parliaments.  
3.1. Royal power 

3.2. The appearance of Parliaments. 

4. Culture and art in the Late Middle Ages. 
4.1. Culture. 

4.2. Gothic architecture. 

4.3. Gothic painting and sculpture. 

5. The crisis of the 14th century. 
5.1. Causes and consequences. 

5.2. The recovery of the 15th century. 
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Late Middle Ages  13th to 15th centuries.  

 From the 2nd half of the 12th century until the 14th century: 
  End of foreign invasions and attacks  Security. 

Prosperity  Trade and agriculture  
Population grew 
Royal power  Recovered. 
Cities  Development. 
 New social urban group  bourgeoisie.  
Culture  Development of universities. 
Gothic art.  

 14th century  Crisis. 
 

 
 

 
12th and 13th centuries  Economic expansion. Thanks to changes in agriculture. 
 Feudalism: low productivity because of rudimentary tools and two-year crop rotation. 
 Innovations  Higher agricultural production. 

- Three-year crop rotation. 
- Iron-wheeled mouldboard plough: 

o Iron  Harder, more resistant. 
o Wheeled  Allowed faster sowing of the land. 
o Mouldboard  Allowed better turning of the soil and deeper furrows. 
o They allowed the use of horses rather than oxen because of the new harnesses 
 Quicker. 

“Agricultural tool which appeared in Europe in the Late Middle Ages which had a 
plough made with metals pulled by horses, which allowed better turning of the soil 
and faster work”.  

- Use of manure as fertiliser. 
- Increase of arable lands  Cleansing of forests. 

CONSEQUENCES: Greater agricultural production   
- Population increase: from 36 to 80 million between the 11th and 15th centuries.  
- Better feeding  Resistance against epidemics. 
- Urban growth  Surpluses of workers in the countryside. 
- More trade. 
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Before the 11th century  Few cities, and little importance. 
11th century  New cities and growth of existing ones. 

 New cities  Boroughs: from neighbourhoods around castles, markets, monasteries, 
crossroads, etc.   

  

 Agricultural increase 
o More population (and better life conditions)  More than needed in the 

countryside  urban migration. 
o More production  Greater surpluses  Trade.
o More people  more demand of products  Increase of craftwork and trade.

 Urban freedoms  not under the authority of feudal lords.
o Free population  if a serf escaped to the city and stayed there for a year became 

free citizen.

 More security  No need of protection by feudal lords.
 

 
First cities  depended on feudal lords. 

Increasing economic power of artisans and merchants  greater self-government with time  
Charters (fueros). 

 Charter: Legal document granted by a king or feudal lord to the inhabitants of a city granting 
them rights, freedoms and privileges. 

  Freed from the feudal system. 
  It allowed autonomous governments  Council, led by a borough master.  

 Chosen among the citizens  with time, only wealthy families (oligarchy). 
 Taxation, defence, infrastructure. 
 They met at the town hall. 
 They could send representatives to parliaments. 

 

 
Walled, divided into neighbourhoods depending on economic activities (guilds) or religious groups. 
Main square: grouped the main buildings. 

 Economic: markets. 

 Religion: cathedral. 

 Politics: town hall. 

 Culture: universities. 
Some palaces and public monuments  Status symbols. 
 
 

 
 

Important growth due to the increase of agricultural and artisanal production. 
 

In workshops and markets (supplied by local peasants, with everyday products and weekly 
frequency).  
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Mostly fairs and sea ports.  
- Fairs: merchants’ gatherings. 

o Once or twice per year, for several days. 
o Not in all cities. 
o Luxury products, or specialised. 
o Supplied from different regions and countries. 
o Champagne, Flanders, Burgundy, Medina del Campo, etc. 

- Sea ports  Trade routes.  
o New techniques (astrolabe, compass, new ships, etc.) + more security  

Opening of new trading routes. 
 Mediterranean Sea: Northern Italy (Venice, Genoa, Florence, Pisa), 

Marseille, Barcelona, etc. with the Byzantines and Islamic world.  
 Northern Europe: Hamburg, Lübeck, Frankfurt, Bruges, Ghent, London, 

etc.  

 Hansa (Hanseatic League) 
o Economic allegiance. 
o 14th century. 
o From northern Germany.  
o For the control of trade in the Baltic and Northen Seas.  

 
Consequences of the development of long distance trade: 
- New mints, appearance of money changers. 
- Payments with promissory notes (documents assigned to a person in place of money). 
- Bankers  They borrowed money in exchange of interests. 

 

 
Artisans  they worked in small workshops, generally grouped in a street.  
 Grouped in CRAFT GUILDS.  
 
 GUILDS: 
Associations of artisans (and merchants) of the same trade. 
For the protection of their interests, regulations and mutual protection.  

- Control of the production: regulation of working hours, holidays, qualities, prices, etc. 
- Exclusivity in the city: only guild members could produce or sell in the city.  
- Mutual protection: helping the sick, widows, orphans, etc.  
- They  established the organisation of the workshops: 

o Master  Owner of the workshop, materials and production.  
o Journeymen (Officials)  Worked in the workshop in exchange for a salary. 

They could become masters by passing a test (produce a masterpiece). 
o Apprentices  They worked in exchange for learning. They lived in the 

workshop. 
  

 
Changes in the cities. In the rural areas, feudal organisation.  
Appearance of the bourgeoisie  First, all inhabitants of cities in general. Then, only for those 
working as artisans and traders.  
 They belonged to the non-privileged social groups. 
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Social organisation in the cities: 
- PRIVILEGED: 

o NOBILITY: 
 Some moved to the cities and lived in palaces. 

o CLERGY: 
 Bishops, priests  Secular clergy. 
 Mendicant orders (Franciscans, Dominicans)  Chastity, obedience and 

poverty. Teach by the example.  
- NON-PRIVILEGED: 

o BOURGEOISIE 
 New social class. 
 Depended on wealth, not on inheritance of privileges.  
 High bourgeoisie  Richest families.  

 Traders, bankers, etc. 
 Petite-bourgeoisie  Small-scale traders, craftsmen, etc. 

o Other urban inhabitants: officials, apprentices, servants, etc. 
o Poor population  Beggars.  

Religious groups: 
- Jews   Discriminated. Had to live in separate neighbourhoods (Jewish quarters).  

 

 

 
 

Royal power  Reinforced because of:  
- Support of the cities  They had some freedoms (autonomy, markers and fairs, 

individual freedoms, etc.) in exchange of taxes. 
-  Economic resources for the king  Royal armies  No need for feudal armies.  
- Increase of public officials  Exercise royal power over their dominions.  
- Less insecurity  Less need for protection of the kingdom and its population. 

 

 
Parliaments  Political institutions.  

- Representative assembly. 
- Functions: advisory role, voting the introduction of new taxes.  
- Representatives of the nobility, clergy and the cities, summoned by the king.  
- Successors of the ‘Curias Regias’. 
- Parliament (England), Estates General (France), Diet (Holy Roman Empire), Cortes 

(Spain), etc. 
o Magna Carta (1215)  Charter (political document granting rights and privileges) 

signed by the English king after an allegiance of nobility, clergy and bourgeoisie 
for avoiding abusive behaviours. In it, the power of the monarch becomes 
subjected to the law and the Parliament. 
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Cultural renaissance in the cities from the late 11th century: 
- Cathedral schools. 
- Universities  From the 12th century.  

o Associations of teachers and students. 
o Focal point for spreading culture, knowledge and ways of thinking. 
o Autonomous organisation of teachings: undergraduate, graduate, masters and 

doctorates.  
o Bologna (1088), Oxford (1092), Paris-Sorbonne (1257), etc. 
o Arts, Medicine, Theology and Law. 

- Diffusion of some classical authors such as Aristotle and Christian thinkers such as Saint 
Thomas Aquinas. 

 
Gothic: artistic style 
 Europe, 12th-15th centuries.  
 Appeared in France, spread throughout Europe.  
 Urban  Promoted by the bourgeoisie and the clergy.  
 
Architecture: reflected the changes of the Late Middle Ages (urban life, bourgeoisie, etc.). 

- Typologies: 
o Religious: churches and cathedrals 
o Civil: palaces, town halls, universities, etc.  
o Looking for height  Symbol of power.  

- Material: stone. 
- Hold elements:  

o Pointed arch  it distributes the forces more vertically  towards the pillars  
more height.  

o Groin vault  two pointed arches crossing diagonally  only the corners load 
weight  large pillars.  

- Holding elements:  
o Pillars (with attached columns) 
o Flying buttresses outside. 
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o Wall  No holding function  Windows and stained glass  Curtain-wall.  
- Decorative elements  Stained glass. Rose-windows at the front (façade).  

 
Civil architecture: reflecting the functions and power of cities.  
- Political  Town halls: Brussels, Bruges, etc.  

o Palaces: Dux (Venice), Papal Palace (Avignon) 
- Economy  Trade exchanges (Lonjas): Bruges, Valencia.  
- Culture  Universities: King’s College (Cambridge)  

 
Religious buildings: great height and luminosity.  

o Floor plans:  
 Latin-cross plan (3 or 5 aisles) with centred transept.  
 Basilica plan.  
 Double ambulatory with apses.  
 They may even have two transepts.  

o Interior: three levels in the sides 
 Naves  separated by arches.  
 Triforium (gallery)  very narrow. 
 Stained-glass windows.  

o Exterior: 
 Towers 
 Several entrances with archivolts   Decorated.  

Examples: 
Notre Dame (Paris) 
Chartres Cathedral  
Reims Cathedral 
Sainte-Chapelle (Paris) 

Cologne (Köln) Cathedral (Germany) 
Salisbury Cathedral (England) 
Milan Cathedral (Italy) 

 
 

 
Shared characteristics:  

- Looking for beauty. 
- Realism. 
- Expressive figures, drama, kindness, etc.  
- Themes:  

o Portraits  Kings, nobles and bourgeoisies. 
o Religion  New Testament (Christ’s life), saints and the Virgin.  

 

 
+ Mostly in façades (archivolts, tympanum, etc.) and round bulge. 
+ Freed from the architectural frame.  
+ Christ on the cross  Suffering.  
+ Virgin and Child  Kind, maternal.  
Examples: Klaus Sluter. 
+ Also, gargoyles. 

 

 
+ On wood. Barely any wall painting (because of stained-glass windows) 
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+ Reredos (Altarpieces, retablo): behind the altar.  
+ Bright colours, golden colour for light, intention of volume and space.  
Examples:  
  Duccio, Giotto (Trecento) 
 + 15th century  Flanders 

o Great details 
o Bright and strong colours  Power. 
o Great domain of portraits.  
o Oil painting.  
Examples: Jan Van Eyck, Roger van der Weyden. 

 

 
14th century  Crisis across Europe.  
15th century  Recovery  Modern Age.  
 

 
CAUSES 

o Political: Wars: frequent.  
 Hundred Years’ War (1337-1453)  France Vs England. France won.  

o Economic: Hunger: bad harvests  weakening of the population  Epidemics and 
malnutrition.  

o Religious: Religious conflicts  Western Schism: internal division of the Catholic 
Church, with two Popes appointed at the same time, supported by different 
countries (France, Scotland, Castilla and Aragón Vs England, Italian states, Portugal 
and the Holy Roman Empire).  
 From 1378, and ended in 1429 with the appointment of a new Pope. 

o Demographic: Black Death (1348-1352)  Bubonic plague. Appeared in Asia, and 
spread thanks to trade routes and the Mongols.  
 One third of Europeans died, cities and regions were abandoned, etc.  

CONSEQUENCES: 
o European population: from 80 to 45 million (1300-1400). 
o Economic crisis: lack of workforce, reduction of demand, no agricultural supplies, etc.  
o Social unrest  increase of conflicts because of the economic situation.  

 Countryside: against feudal lords  they wanted to increase taxes and keep 
their privileges despite the economic crisis.  

 Cities: revolts against the bourgeoisie because of accumulation of wealth and 
power.  

 Religious persecution  Pogroms against the Jewish population. 
 

 
- Kings  Reinforced their authority against feudal lords and concentrated powers. 
- Demographic recovery.  
- Economic recovery  harvests, craftwork and trade (new trading routes and 

geographical discoveries).  
- Culture  Humanism, printing press (1448, Gutenberg), etc. 

All the foundations for the Modern Age. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Iron-wheeled mouldboard plough Borough master / City council
Parliament 

Magna Carta 
Charter 
Market 

Fair 

Hansa 
Guild 

Master 
Journeyman 
Apprentice 

Bourgeoisie 
Universities 
Gothic art 

Western Schism 
Black Death

 
 

REVISE –CHANGES IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 
 
Copy the following table in your notebook and complete it with the information of the unit. 

CHANGES IN THE LATE MIDDLE 
AGES 

CAUSES CONSEQUENCES 

Increase in agricultural production   

Increase in the economic power of 
the bourgeoisie 

  

Increase in the political power of the 
monarchs 

  

Demographic decline   

 
 

TEXT – URBAN PRIVILEGES: CHARTER OF LORRIS, 1155 
 
Taking into account that we are going to speak about cities in this unit and what we have already studied: 

- What were the main economic activities carried out in the cities, and not in the manors? 
- For the merchants to be successful, what conditions should be met? 
- Does an increase in security have any type of effect on feudal lords and their relationship with the monarchs? 
- What type of power did the king have during Feudalism? What part had he granted to the feudal lords? 

 
The growth of the medieval economy, to point where towns although containing a minority of the population were at 
the forefront of economic activity, is among the most significant aspects of the 11th and 12th centuries. This growth had 
a widespread impact on all aspects of society - from religious ideals and practices to the gradual monetization of all sorts 
of social relationships. Towns were fundamental to this process, as was the protection of their leading inhabitants. Kings 
often supported the towns, which provided a source of support distinct from the unreliable aristocracy. This is the charter 
of Lorris, granted by King Louis VII in 1155, and which was widely imitated in northern France. 
 

 1. Every one who has a house in the parish of Lorris shall pay as cens sixpence only for his house, 
and for each acre of land that he possesses in the parish. 

 2. No inhabitant of the parish of Lorris shall be required to pay a toll or any other tax on his 
provisions; and let him not be made to pay measurage fee on the grain which he has raised by his 
own labour. 

 6. No person while on his way to the fairs and markets of Lorris, or returning, shall be arrested or 
disturbed, unless he shall have committed an offence on the same day. 

 9. No one, neither we nor any other, shall exact from the burghers of Lorris any tallage, tax, or 
subsidy. 

 12. If a man shall have had a quarrel with another, but without breaking into a fortified house, and 
if the parties shall have reached an agreement without bringing a suit before the provost, no fine 
shall be due to us or our provost on account of the affair. 

 15. No inhabitant of Lorris is to render us the obligation of corvee, except twice a year, when our 
wine is to be carried to Orleans, and not elsewhere. 

 17. Any burgher who wishes to sell his property shall have the privilege of doing so; and, having 
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received the price of the sale, he shall have the right to go from the town freely and without 
molestation, if he so desires, unless he has committed some offence in it. 

 35. We ordain that every time there shall be a change of provosts in the town the new provost shall 
take an oath faithfully to observe these regulations; and the same thing shall be done by new 
sergeants every time that they are installed. 

From Frederic Austin Ogg, ed., A Source Book of Medieval History, (New York: 1907), 328-330 
 

GLOSSARY: 
- Charter: A written grant from the sovereign power of a country conferring certain rights and privileges on a person, 
corporation, or the people. A document outlining the principles, functions, and organization of a corporate body; a 
constitution. 
- Measurage fee: tax over a cargo 
- Cens: census. Official count of a particular population. 
- Burgher: resident of a burgh or borough (medieval city or town), especially middle class dedicated to craftwork or 
trade. 
- Provost: The chief magistrate or convener of a burgh, equivalent to a mayor. 
- Corvee: was unpaid labour imposed by the authorities on certain classes of people, such as peasants, for the 
performance of work on public projects. 
 

Answer the following questions about this text in your notebook: 
1. What does rule number 2 mean? 
2. What type of properties had to pay taxes?  
3. What economic activities were promoted (by not paying taxes)? What are the differences with the 

manors?  
4. Who had the role of judge? Who had it in the manors? 
5. Why do you think “Any burgher who wishes to sell his property shall have the privilege of doing 

so” is written in number 17? 
6. If a recently-appointed provost had to take an oath to observe these regulations... what controls 

the type of life in the cities? 
7. The kings granted the charter... what do you think he got in exchange? 
8. With the possibility of collecting taxes, what do you think of the changes in the power of the kings 

throughout this period? 
9. If cities are safer because there is more security, and therefore there are more handcrafts and more 

trade, who gets more political power?  

 
 

TEXT – LIFE IN THE MIDDLE AGES (M. WHITTOCK) 
Martin Whittock, Life in the Middle Ages (London: Running Press, 2009). Adapted. 

 

CHAPTER 3 – THE GROWTH AND DECLINE OF TOWNS 
The huge growth of English towns and their influence happened since the Norman Conquest in 1066. 

This reveals itself clearly in the case of London, where the Norman impact was massive –with a new palace 
at Westminster and a new St. Paul’s, as well as the building of fortifications at Baynard’s Castle and the Tower 
of London. In addition, the period following the conquest saw the building of 100 parish churches and 11 new 
monasteries, with the latter being significant economic communities with great effects on the local area. The 
Conquest also coincided with a leap in London’s population, from about 8.000 in 750 to 25.000 in 1100 and 
100.000 in 1300. Incidentally, it probably halved around 1350 due to the Black Death. 

The union of Normandy and England acted as a stimulus to long-distance trade and with it the growth 
of certain key towns. But towns were not a Norman invention: they were a Europe-wide phenomenon. 
Neither was the increasingly rapid growth of towns after 1066 due to a particular Norman set of ingredients, 
but it would have happened without the Conquest as well.  
 
Towns and trade 

By 1300, perhaps as many as 20 per cent of the English population lived in urban centres, most of 
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which acted as market centres for their local areas. They provided rural communities with the products they 
could not individually provide for themselves, such as clothing and specialty iron tools. They also provided a 
market for the sale of farming produce from the demesne land of local estates. In this way urban centres 
enabled local lords to turn the products of their estates into cash. The largest towns had the largest 
hinterlands [Rural area economically tied to an urban centre], with which they were closely connected. 
London, for example, relied on grain from about ten different counties. The distance of these areas involved 
with an urban centre varied according to ease of transportation. On a related theme, the concentration of 
available luxury goods in the largest towns (either imported through them, or produced there) drew in 
purchasers from considerable distances.  

Many towns were established after 1066, while others had a history which stretched back far before 
the Norman Conquest. Some, of course, had been important centres in Roman Britain (although had lost the 
majority of their population since then). But many were new towns of the Middle Ages. In these cases, 
ambitious local lords had seen the advantages a town could bring and invested in setting one up to make the 
most of a town’s money-making opportunities.  
 The importance of the establishment of new towns is revealed in the fact that between 1200 and 
1300 the number of boroughs (originally a defended place but later possessing certain rights, such as self-
government) jumped by over 100 per cent, from about 220 to 500. Of these towns about 25 per cent were 
directly administered by the Crown. However, even though the input of the English Crown was important, 
this left 75 per cent of towns which had been set up by local lords. The Church also saw the advantages of 
developing towns on its estates, and 25 per cent of the national total were administered by the Church. The 
returns to those who established towns, or who invested in them, could be impressive. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
2. Look for information and write 4 lines about the 1066 Norman conquest of Britain.  
3. Were cities an effect of the Norman Conquest, or were they bound to occur either 

way? 
4. What role did cities have in relation with their surroundings? 
5. What were the boroughs? 
6. Who could set up (found) and administer towns, according to the text? 

7. What reasons were behind the foundation of some towns?  
 
The benefits enjoyed by townspeople 

Towns also offered a wide range of attractions for those living there. As well as providing new job 
prospects in craftwork and trade, they also offered opportunities for escaping villains to lose themselves in a 
large population. It was this that caused towns to grow as a proportion of the national population from about 
10 per cent in 1086 to about 20 per cent by 1300. This growth was driven by migration from surrounding 
areas, such as in Exeter, where around 27 per cent of its inhabitants had migrated from up to 40 miles (64 
kms) away. The types of migrants ranged from poor peasants looking for opportunities to improve their 
economic situation to wealthier artisans making the most of the trading opportunities through renting a plot 
of town land.  
 One clear characteristic of towns was a distinct set of rights (borough freedoms) which outsiders did 
not enjoy. There was not a clear and tidy definition of what these were, but there typically was set of 
arrangements which varied from place to place instead. Some towns, it is true, had been granted borough 
charters by a lord. These laid out the rights and privileges enjoyed by those living there. Others, however, 
had evolved a series of local customs which in some cases were later formalised in a charter.  
 Probably, the most relevant characteristic of English medieval towns was that the properties within 
it were rented out at a relatively low rent and that those who rented were not liable for any kind of labour 
service. These plots could be freely sold or given as a gift, and none of this needed the agreement of the lord 
who owned the land. These conditions were an attractive proposition to a population who were all too 
familiar with the humiliating restrictions and unpaid workload which often went with renting land in the rural 
areas. The person who rented land in a town had freedoms that a villain in the countryside could only dream 
of. […] 
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 Towns thrived on trade. Owners of town land had the right to hold fairs and weekly markets and 
were free from the tolls which had to be paid by outsiders visiting these. Townspeople celebrated their 
membership of an exclusive club and kept outsiders at a disadvantage. In some cases, traders and craftsmen 
of certain towns who were members of the guild merchant had some special privileges, such as transporting 
goods across the kingdom without paying tolls. 
 The access to those privileges changed over time: as the Middle Ages progressed they became more 
restricted, and a distinction grew between those traders and manufacturers who had been granted the 
‘freedom’ of the town and the majority of the town population with fewer privileges. These privileges could 
be gained through inheritance, purchase or apprenticeship.  
 
 Over time, more and more towns enjoyed the benefits of self-government and elected their own 
mayors and legal officials. This occurred when the burgesses (population of a borough, citizens) of a town 
associated and paid a fixed fee to the lord who had originally owned the land on which the town lay. The fee 
compensated the lord for the loss of income from the rents and tolls of the town and meant that these would, 
from that moment on, belong to the town itself. This trend boomed after 1189 because the kings Richard I 
and John (King John Lackland) were short of cash and found granting charters and selling town rights 
attractive financial propositions. Urban self-rule therefore grew more in royal possessions than in those 
belonging to nobility or clergy.  
 Some private lords tried to resist this trend, and found themselves the object of pressures and 
resentment of townspeople keen to press their rights for more freedom to regulate their own affairs. In 1327 
in Bury, townspeople plundered the abbey and imprisoned some of the monks in an attempt to force the 
abbot to grant them greater self-government.  
 In these self-governing towns it was the town authorities who were now responsible for carrying out 
royal instructions and regulations: they had come of age as communities. In some cases, even, this urban 
autonomy led to cities becoming counties in their own right, such as Bristol (1373), York (1396), Newcastle 
(1400) and Norwich (1404). Such towns had their mayors and councils, seals and seats of government. They 
frequently excluded ‘lesser trades’ from occupying these positions, generally with merchants dominating the 
town government and only lesser posts open to members of the craft guilds. 
 Nevertheless, these local governments showed great respect for their communities, and real conflict 
could occur when financial charges (raising of taxes, for instance) were made without consultation with 
representatives of the wider town community. Towns, therefore, were not democracies, but they were not 
run by oligarchies who ignored the less-wealthy members of the urban community. Popular political 
participation tended to decline, mostly during the fifteenth century, which meant that Late Medieval town 
councils were often made up of the wealthiest members of urban society, replacing more open assemblies. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
8. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
9. What were the reasons for people to migrate to the towns? 
10. What benefits were received by the towns? How did we call them in the previous 

text (Lorris)? 
11. What does "those who rented were not liable for any kind of labour service" mean? 

What do you think it references to in Feudalism? 

12. The author establishes that one of the differences between living in the fiefs and in 
the cities was the possibility of selling plots of land: why is that difference present?  

13. What were the advantages regarding the markets for the inhabitants of the cities? 

14. How could the privileges of some citizens be obtained? 

15. How could the burgesses get political power? Why did they have to pay? 
16. Why was self-government more significant in royal cities from the late 12th 

century? 
17. What role did the council have? Could they impose their will onto the community 

with no regard for the rest of the population? Why? 
 
The guilds 
 Of all the industries located in towns, the largest was the cloth industry. The large numbers of people 
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living in towns provided a good-sized labour pool for the many different stages involved in the industry, from 
preparing the wool to processing the finished cloth. During the thirteenth century the cloth trade was a major 
source of the prosperity of towns such as Lincoln, Stamford and York. Regional specialization meant that 
certain locations were associated with particular products. This high-quality cloth was consumed 
domestically as well as on the international market. Other towns were associated with other trades and 
products, varying from knives at Thaxted (Essex) to hearings at Great Yarmouth (Norfolk). […] 
 

Within towns, traders and manufacturers were grouped into guilds, which administered their 
mysteries, that is, their professional knowledge, rules and arrangements. These organisations were made up 
of three main groups. The first were the masters, who owned their own workshops, or shops. They brought 
in raw materials, owned the tools and the equipment of the trade and sold the finished products. The second 
group were the journeymen, who had been trained but had not acquired their own premises, so they were 
employed by the masters. The third group were the apprentices, who provided free labour to the masters 
while they learnt the trade. There could be a huge gulf between the wealthiest masters and the skilled 
workers they employed.  
 The guild system grew up in English towns mainly during the fourteenth century, though it was under 
way in the biggest towns from the 1280s. Before guilds became so important, wages and conditions were 
often decided by the town authorities. And there had been apprentices learning their trades long before the 
guilds brought together large numbers of craftspeople and formalized their arrangements. The guilds, 
though, were useful in keeping the elites in control of their areas of expertise. By insisting on long 
apprenticeships they could limit those coming into the trade and so reduce competition. By limiting the 
number of apprentices a master could take on, they stopped more energetic masters from dominating the 
trade of a town and forcing other masters out of the business. Powerful guildsmen did their best to prevent 
their journeymen from organizing their own groups to press for higher wages, as happened in London in 
1396. Guilds also regulated working hours: banning night work and work on Sundays and other holy days. 
 During the fifteenth century, the guilds in the largest towns gained many functions beyond regulating 
manufacturing and trade. They took on a religious role by promoting the feasts of their patron saints, paying 
for candles and ceremonies in local churches, and organizing ceremonies such as the great processions on 
the celebrations of Corpus Christi and at midsummer.  
 The guilds also offered mutual support to their members and assisted widows and organised 
funerals. At Killingholme (Lincolnshire), guild members each paid a half-penny to support other guild 
members in need. For many poorer townspeople in the fifteenth century, the support of their guild at the 
time of death was the equivalent of the prayers and Masses said for the souls of wealthier citizens: salvation. 
[…] 
  

By the mid-fifteenth century many of the most powerful guilds dominated the government of towns. 
In this way they operated as ‘both judge and jury’ in ensuring that towns were run in their interests.  
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
18. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
19. What groups made up the guilds? Explain briefly the role of each of them. 
20. What does the author refer to when he writes that "the guilds [...] were useful in 

keeping the elites in control of their areas of expertise? 

21. Was the role of the guilds only related to work? 

 
Merchant Adventurers and foreign investors 

By this time a new kind of trading association was coming to prominence: the Merchant Adventurers. 
These were different from the traders’ guild of the earlier Middle Ages in their scale, their ambitions, and in 
their commitment to long-distance trade, coming to dominate the commercial life of some cities by the 
sixteenth century. Southampton, for instance, was at the hub of a major trading network in which some of 
the goods imported stretched into Asia. Particularly valuable was the trade in pepper and spices, which 
commanded huge sums of money. Export goods, however, were less exotic, ranging from English finished 
cloth to tin and lead. What is very clear is that the yearly total value of trade in and out of England was 
enormous, and that importance was recognised by the Crown, which required payment for permission for 
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merchants to trade abroad.   
 This growth in international trade provided opportunities for enterprising bankers. The first financial 
trading house in London was established in the thirteenth century and belonged to the Riccardi merchants 
of Lucca, Italy. Italian bankers financed the Crown and other major players in English economy. Other 
European players developed a keen interest in English international trade. German merchants of the 
Hanseatic trading league set up a base near London Bridge and dominated the fourteenth-century London 
export trade. 
 In addition to trading activities, other foreigners were involved in the manufacturing processes. One 
example are Flemish skilled workers arriving in England in 1337 to assist in the development of finished cloth. 
This involvement of skilled continental craftspeople boosted the growing English textile industry, which 
despite periodic trade slumps, remained a major exporter throughout the fifteenth century. This rapid 
expansion of the textile industry led to towns such as Stamford and Norwich becoming major manufacturing 
centres of finished cloth. The capital also benefited from these developments, and London’s expansion 
continued as cloth production stimulated the economy. London’s dominance was seen in many other 
industries too, including gold smithing, bell founding, brass making and the growing market in spices.  

Cloth production was not the only trade assisted by European involvement. Dutch immigrants 
brought skills in leather working and gold smithing; they were also at the cutting edge of fifteenth century 
technologies such as printing, clock manufacturing, optics and even brick-making. Prior to the late fourteenth 
century few buildings in England were made from bricks; instead construction relied on timber and wattle 
walls, or stone for the wealthy. 

 
Answer the following questions in your notebook: 

22. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
23. How was the Merchant Adventurers different from the traders' guild? 
24. Look for information and write 4 lines about the Hanseatic trading league. 
25. What are the main products that were exported from Britain? 
26. Was the introduction of foreign workers good or bad for the English? 

 

TEXT – BOCACCIO AND THE BLACK DEATH 
 
The Italian writer Bocaccio lived through the plague when it reached Florence in 1348, and it inspired him to 
write his long collection of stories, The Decameron.  

I say that in the year 1348 a deadly plague entered the noble city of Florence, the most beautiful in 
Italy. Some people say that it came through the influence of the heavenly bodies, and others that it was 
caused by God's anger at our evil actions. Whatever the cause, It had begun some years earlier in the East, 
where it claimed many lives, before it spread westwards, growing in strength as it went from one place to 
another.  

The symptoms were not the same as in the East, where a nose bleed was the sign of the arrival of 
death. It began both in men and women with swellings in the groin or under the armpits. These grew to the 
size of a small apple or an egg. After this point the disease started to alter in nature, with black or livid spots 
appearing on the arms, the thighs, everywhere. Sometimes they were large and well spaced, other times 
small and numerous.  

No doctor's advice, no medicine seemed to be of any help. Either the disease was incurable or the 
doctors simply didn't know how to cure it. Many tried, though.  

The pestilence spread so efficiently that, not only did it pass from person to person, but if an animal 
touched the belongings of some sick or dead person it contracted the pestilence and died of it in a short time.  

As our city sunk into this affliction and misery the reverend authority of the law, both divine and 
human, sunk with it and practically disappeared, for those who were supposed to be its ministers and 
executors were, like other people, either dead, sick or so taken up with the needs of their own families that 
they could not perform their offices. That left everyone else free to make his or her own arrangements. 

A large number of men and women abandoned their city, houses, families and possessions in order 
to go elsewhere, at least to the Florentine countryside, as if the wrath of God punishing humankind with this 
pestilence would not follow them there. 
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[...] The poor and even the middling classes faced an even grimmer prospect. Most of them stayed 
in their own homes and neighbourhoods, either because they hoped they would be safe there or because 
they could afford to do no other. They fell sick by the thousands every day, and having neither servants nor 
anyone else to care for them they almost always died. Many of them died in the street either during the day 
or by night, while those who died in their homes were noticed by their neighbours only when the smell of 
their decomposing bodies brought them to public attention. 

There were dead bodies all over [...] They would drag the dead bodies out of their homes and left 
them in front of their doors. In the morning great numbers of them could be seen.  

What more can be said except that the cruelty of heaven (and perhaps in part of humankind as well) 
was such that between March and July, thanks to the force of the plague and the fear that led the healthy to 
abandon the sick, more than one hundred thousand people died within the walls of Florence. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. Does Bocaccio know what caused the plague?  
2. What were the symptoms he describes?  
3. Does he consider that leaving the city was enough for not suffering from the plague? 
4. What were the consequences it had for Florence during the plague? 
5. What were the consequences after the plague? 
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Unit 5 – The Iberian Peninsula in the Middle Ages 
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8th-15th centuries  Muslim power (Al-Andalus) and Christian power (Christian Kingdoms  
Asturias, León, Castilla, Portugal, Navarra, Aragón, Condados Catalanes).  

711-1031  Predominance of Al-Andalus  
1031-1492  Christian predominance. 
1492  End of Muslim power in the Iberian Peninsula.  

 
8th-15th centuries  Different Christian kingdoms in the Iberian Peninsula  Appearance from 
centres of resistance, unions or divisions, or due to the contact with the Carolingians.  

Cantabrian area (Asturias, León, Castilla)  from centres of resistance after the Muslim 
conquest.  

Pyrenean area (Navarra, Aragón, Condados Catalanes)  From the Marca Hispánica 
(Hispanic March) of the Carolingian Empire. 
 

Reconquest (Reconquista)  Misleading concept. 
“Christian military advance or campaign towards the South of the Iberian Peninsula, against al-
Andalus, between the 8th and 15th centuries”. 

In theory, because of religious reasons  But there were conflicts among the Christian 
kingdoms, allegiances with al-Andalus, payment of ‘parias’, etc.  

Until 1031  Muslim predominance. 
1031-1492  Christian predominance. 

 

 

 
Early 8th century  Visigoth nobles took refuge + Astur inhabitants  Lead by Pelayo  Resistance 
against the Muslims. 

722  Battle of Covadonga. Stopped Muslim expansion. 
 
KINGDOM OF ASTURIAS (REINO DE ASTURIAS) 
Capital in Oviedo (808) 
Expansion towards Galicia and Cantabria.  
10th cent.  Reach the Duero valley. 
914  Alfonso III moves the capital to León   
 KINGDOM OF LEÓN (REINO DE LEÓN) 

Problems: military expeditions during the Caliphate of Córdoba (al-Mansur). 
1038  Annexed by the Kingdom of Castilla.  
Different separations and unions. 
1143  Independence of Portugal.  
1230  Final union of León and Castilla with Fernando III. 

 

 
10th century  County of Castilla (eastern part of the Kingdom of León).  

Small population, and very exposed to Muslim attacks. 
Count Fernán González  Made it a hereditary county. 
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1035  Fernando I made himself king  REINO DE CASTILLA. León annexed (1038).  
He divided the territory among his sons  From then on, divisions, unions, etc.  

1085  Alfonso VI conquered Toledo. 
1212  Alfonso VIII  Battle of Navas de Tolosa. 
1230  Fernando III: final union of León and Castilla  CORONA DE CASTILLA (Crown= addition of 
kingdoms  Castilla, León, Galicia, Sevilla, Toledo, Córdoba, Jaén, Murcia y Principado de Asturias). 

Conquest of Córdoba (1236) and Sevilla (1248)  
1238  Nasrid Kingdom of Granada left. 

1462  Expansion towards the Atlantic Ocean  Canary Islands.  
1479  Dynastic union of Castilla and Aragón  REYES CATÓLICOS (Catholic Monarchs). 
1492  Conquest of Granada. 
 

 

Franks and Carolingians  8th century  Hispanic March (Charlemagne)  Division of the territory 
in counties. 
After Charlemagne  hereditary counties, and progressive independence from the Franks. 
 

 
Western Pyrenees.  
8th century  Hispanic March  
824  REINO DE PAMPLONA. 
11th c.  Sancho III el Mayor  Splendour. 

He inherited Aragón and annexed Castilla (marriage)  Division among his children  
Independence of kingdoms of Aragón and Castilla. 

Unions and separations with Castilla or Aragón. Allegiance with France.  
1045  Stop of expansion  Last border with al-Andalus. 
12th century: REINO DE NAVARRA.  
1512  Fernando II de Aragón (Catholic Monarch) conquers Navarra. 
  

 
Eastern Pyrenees 
8th century  Hispanic March  Counties. 
878  Wifredo el Velloso  he unified the counties and made them hereditary.  
987  Independence from the Franks. 
1137  Union with Kingdom of Aragón  Corona de Aragón. 
 

 
Central Pyrenees. 
Until 820  Carolingian power.  
Until 940  Power of kingdom of Pamplona. 
1035  REINO DE ARAGÓN (Ramiro I, son of Sancho III el Mayor)  

Expansion towards the east. 
1137  Marriage of Petronila (inheritor of the kingdom of Aragón) and Ramón Berenguer IV (Count 
of Barcelona)  CORONA DE ARAGÓN. 
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Expansion 
 Towards the South (Vs al-Andalus) 

o 12th c. Tortosa, Lleida, Teruel.  
o 13th c. Valencia 

 Towards the Mediterranean  
o 13th c. Baleares  
o 14th c. Sardinia, Sicily, and Athens and Neopatria.  
o 15th c. Naples.  

1479  Dynastic union of Castilla and Aragón  Catholic Monarchs. 
 

 

 
Resettlement (Repopulation)  Process of occupation of the territory conquered by the Christian 
kingdoms to the Muslims during the Middle Ages in the Iberian Peninsula.  
Different formulas:  

- Free resettlement (presura): occupation of conquered land by free peasants.  
o Duero Valley and southern Pyrenees.  

- Fueros  o settlement letters:  
o Until the Tajo and the Ebro valley.  
o Repopulation of fortified towns near the borders. The charters (cartas 

pueblas) specified the rules of the new inhabitants, the divisions of the land and the 
privileges of each town and city.  

- Military orders  Between Tajo and Sierra Morena. 
- Distribution (repartimientos)  Andalucía, Valencia, Baleares, Murcia. 

o The kings gave land to the nobles that had helped them fighting.  
 

 
 MONARCHY

Feudal type.  
More powerful in Castilla than in Aragón. 
Aragón  its power comes from God, through its subjects (súbditos).  

Confederation  Monarchy as only shared institution for all the kingdoms of the Crown.  

 CORTES  
From end 12th c.  Cortes  Nobility, clergy and representatives of cities. 

Castilla  Single Cortes for the whole Crown. Only for new taxes.  
Aragón  each kingdom, their own Cortes (Generalidad). Greater decision-making role.  

 FIEFS (SEÑORÍOS) AND TOWNS  
Great autonomy of feudal lords in their territories.  
Cities: their own government was very powerful  Progressive weakening from 14th c. onwards  
Increase of royal power.  
 

 
9th-12th c.  Mostly agriculture and livestock farming. Trade later.  

 Agriculture: Dry farming: vines, olives, cereal. 
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 Livestock farming: Important in Castilla  Transhumance livestock farming. 
o 13th c.  Mesta. Association of Castilian stockbreeders, founded in 1273, for the 

defence of transhumance sheep farming. 
 
12th-15th c.  Cities become more important  Handcrafts and trade. 

 Handcrafts: 
o Castilla: wool, leather, iron and wine. 
o Aragón: wool, cotton, flax, leather, etc.  

 Trade:  
o Castilla:  

 11th c.  Way of St. James (Camino de Santiago). 
 After, long distance trade: from Santander and Bilbao to England and 

Flanders.  
 Fair of Medina del Campo.  

o Aragón: importance mostly from 13th c.  Mediterranean trade.  
 Barcelona y Valencia. 

 

 
Feudal society. 
Privileged: king, nobility and clergy.  
Non-privileged: peasants and bourgeoisie.  
 
ETHNICAL DIVERSITY 
Until 14th c.  Peaceful coexistence of Christians, Jews and Muslims (Mudejars).  

1391  Crisis + Black Death  Pogroms (Persecution of Jews) 
1492  Expulsion of the Jews from the Ib. Pen. (Cath. Monarchs). 

 

 
 .

 
Kingdom of Asturias  Late 8th-Early 10th 
Little churches and palaces. Use of semi-circular arches and barrel vaults. 

- Santa María del Naranco. 
- San Miguel de Lillo. 
- San Salvador de Valdediós. 

 

 
10th century 
Pre-Romanesque Christian art + Islamic elements (Horseshoe arch). 

- San Miguel de Escalada 
- San Cebrián de Mazote 

 

 
9th-12th centuries. Two main areas: 

- CAMINO DE SANTIAGO (Way of St. James). 
o Pilgrimage route to Santiago de Compostela which appeared in the 9th 
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century. This pilgrimage route favoured trade, crafts, and cities, and helped to 
spread Romanesque art.  
o Architecture  examples:  

 Cathedral of Jaca. 
 San Martín de Frómista. 
 San Isidoro de León. 
 Cathedral of Santiago: Latin cross, large transept, ambulatory, tribune.  

o Wall painting:  
 San Isidoro de León  Panteón de los Reyes. 

o Sculpture:  
 Pórtico de la Gloria (Santiago) 
 Capitals in Santo Domingo de Silos.  

- CATALONIA:  
o Architecture: very tall bell towers.  

 San Clemente and Santa María de Tahull. 
 San Pedro de Rodas.  

o Wall painting:  
 Pantocrator (San Clemente de Tahull). 
 Theothrone (Santa María de Tahull). 

o Sculpture:  
 Santa María de Ripoll  Relieves. 
 Batlló Majesty  Crucifixion. 

 

 
- Toledo School of Translation  From Arabic to Latin and Castillian. Classic and eastern 

authors. 
- Universities  1208 Palencia, 1218 Salamanca, 1241 Valladolid, etc.
- Literature: Appearance of Romance languages  Cantar del mío Cid, Amadís de Gaula, 

Libro del Buen Amor, Tirant lo Blanc, etc.  

 
12th-14th centuries  Christian and Muslim influences. Use of the brick, horseshoe and polylobed 
arches, etc.  

 

 
12th-16th centuries 
Cathedrals:  
13th c.  Burgos, León, Toledo.  
14th c.  Barcelona, Valencia, Palma de Mallorca.  
Civil architecture: Lonja de Valencia y de Palma de Mallorca, Palau de la Generalitat de Barcelona, 
etc. 
Sculpture: doorways of cathedrals, Cartuja de Miraflores (Gil de Siloé).  
Painting: altarpieces and miniatures.  
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GLOSSARY 
 

Reconquest 
Battle of Covadonga 

Reino de Asturias 
Reino de León 

Reino de Castilla 
Corona de Castilla 

Reino de Navarra 
Condados Catalanes 

Reino de Aragón 
Corona de Aragón 

Resettlement 
Presura 

Settlement letters (fueros) 
Mesta 

Asturian Art 
Mozarab Art 
Mudéjar Art 

 
 

HOW TO WRITE HISTORY - THE BATTLE OF COVADONGA 
 
Read the two versions of the Battle of Covadonga and answer the questions below: 
 
Version 1 
Pelayo was with his companions on Mount Auseva and the Muslims army arrived and set up camp opposite 
the entrance to a cave. Pelayo trusted in Jesus' mercy and said: "Lord Jesus Christ will free us from these 
pagans". Algama, the Muslim general, ordered the battle to commence and the soldiers took up arms. Their 
swords shone, lances were at the ready, arrows were shot incessantly, stones came flying through the air. 
But when the stones reached the home of the Virgin St. Mary who was in the cave, they turned around and 
were sent from where they came and killed the Muslim soldiers. 
 
Version 2 
In the land of Galicia a wild ass appeared called Pelayo. From that moment the Christians in al-Andalus began 
to defend the land that they still held and fought against the Muslims. The Muslims had taken control of their 
country and only the rock was left where king Pelayo was sheltering with three hundred men. The Muslim 
soldiers attacked him until all his soldiers were dead from hunger and only thirty men and women were left 
in his company. In the end, the Muslims scorned them saying "Thirty wild asses. What damage can they do 
to us?" 
 
Answer the following questions in your notebook: 

1. Which is the Christian version? What details in the text make you think that? 
2. In the first version, who will free them from the ‘pagans’? Why do you think they included a 

miraculous episode? 
3. What happened to all the stones and arrows that the Muslims shot? Who won the battle? 
4. According to both texts, the Muslims decided to abandon the place and stop fighting. But, why did 

they do it? What reasons appear in each text?  
5. Who do the Muslims describe as a "wild ass"? Why do you think they say that?  
6. How many men did Pelayo have? 
7. How many people survived the Muslim attack? 
8. What did the Muslims say at the end of the battle? 
9. After this example, could you explain why historians need to use different sources for explaining a 

single historical event?  
 

TEXT – THE CROWN OF ARAGÓN 
 
“Por lo cual en nombre del rey eterno, yo Petronila, por la gracia de Dios reina de los aragoneses y condesa 
de los barceloneses, mujer que fui del venerable Ramón Berenguer, conde de los barceloneses y príncipe de 
los aragoneses, con libre ánimo y dispuesta voluntad […] te concedo a ti mi querido hijo Alfonso, rey de 
Aragón y conde de Barcelona, […] a toda tu posteridad, todo el reino aragonés íntegramente, también las 
ciudades y las fortificaciones, las villas y las iglesias y los monasterios, las tierras cultas y yermas, las rocas, 
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montes, y las fuerzas y las aguas, todas las potestades, caballeros y hombres, dominaciones y señoríos, tanto 
de las tierras como de los hombres […] Y para que mejor de mi buena voluntad esta donación firme y estable 
en perpetuo sea habida y tenida, la confirmo con mi propia mano, y concedo la disposición del testamento 
de mi marido y su última voluntad, de la misma manera que mi marido, tu padre, de todo el predicho reino 
y de las demás cosas estatuyó y ordenó en su testamento, del cual juramento de derecho fue corroborado 
por sus magnates, que la ordenación y última voluntad firme y estable, ahora y a perpetuidad firmemente 
persista. Si tú murieses sin descendencia legítima, que se siga lo ordenado en el testamento de su marido, tu 
padre, entre tus hermanos. Si alguien contra esta escritura de donación intentase venir para romperla, que 
de ningún modo lo pueda hacer, sino que todo lo sobredicho doblemente lo componga y además este 
donativo en todo tiempo sea estable y firme. Hecho es esto en Barcelona, a 18 de junio de 1164.” 
 

 

TEXTS- RESETTLEMENT AND REPOPULATION OF THE TERRITORY 
 
“Yo, Alfonso, concedo esta carta a vosotros cristianos mozárabes, a los cuales yo saque con el auxilio divino, 
del poder de los sarracenos y conduje a tierras cristianas. Me complace, porque abandonasteis vuestras casas 
y vuestras heredades y vinisteis a poblar mis tierras, concederos buenos fueros en toda mi tierra, que seáis 
libres y francos vosotros y vuestros hijos, en todo cuanto podáis poblar y trabajar en las villas y términos que 
yo os daré […] Andaréis libres y seguros por toda mi tierra sin que nadie os haga daño, pero si alguien os 
agravia pagará multa de mil maravedís”. 

Carta puebla concedida por Alfonso I a los repobladores mozárabes del valle del Ebro, 1126. 
 
********* 
“Sea conocido por todos los hombres que yo, Ramón Berenguer IV, conde de Barcelona, y yo, Ermengol, 
conde de Urgel, damos a vosotros todos los pobladores de Lérida, las casas y patios y huertos y fincas y toda 
la ciudad de Lérida. Os damos todo el territorio sin cargas señoriales, para hacer de ella lo que quisiereis,  y 
darlas, venderlas o empeñarlas a quien quisiereis, excepto a caballeros y eclesiásticos. Os damos también los 
prados y pastos, fuentes y aguas, bosques y leñas y la caza, el llano y el monte para todos vuestros usos. 
Os concedemos también a todos que, en lo sucesivo, no paguéis ningún derecho feudal. Y que, en lo sucesivo, 
seáis libres y tengáis seguras todas vuestras posesiones y heredades. 
Hecha esta carta en el mes de enero, año del Señor 1149”. 
 
********* 

FUERO DE SEPÚLVEDA (SEGOVIA) 
“En el nombre de la santa e indivisa Trinidad, es decir, Padre, Hijo y Espíritu Santo, amén. Yo Alfonso, rey y 
mi mujer Inés, nos place y conviene, no por ningún mandato de gentes ni por ningún artículo de 
amonestamiento, sino por nuestra libre voluntad, nos place confirmar a Sepúlveda su fuero, que tuvo en 
tiempo antiguo de mi abuelo y en tiempo de los condes Fernán González y del conde García Fernández y del 
conde don Sancho [García], de sus términos y de sus juicios y de sus pleitos y de sus prendas y de sus 
pobladores y de todos sus fueros que existieron antes, en el tiempo de mi abuelo y de los condes aquí 
nombrados. Yo don Alfonso rey y mi mujer doña Inés confirmamos lo que aquí oímos de este fuero, así como 
fue antes de mi. 
1.- Y estos son sus términos: desde Pirón hasta el Soto de Salcedón, y del requejo de la Moma hasta el castro 
de Frades y de Fuente Tejuela como tiene con Serrezuela hasta el Linar del Conde y como tiene el río de Aza 
hasta Ayllón derecho a la sierra. 
8.- Y no paguen portazgo en ningún mercado. 
9.- Si algún hombre quisiera ir a Sepúlveda, antes de un mes ningún hombre sea osado de tocar su casa. 
10.- Y si algún hombre de Sepúlveda matara a un hombre de otra parte de Castilla, pague la octava parte. 
11.- Y si algún hombre de Castilla matara a un hombre de Sepúlveda, pague cada uno según su fuero. 
24.- Alcalde ni merino ni arcipreste no sea sino de la villa, y el juez sea de la villa, anual y por las parroquias, 
y de cada homicidio reciba 5 sueldos.” 
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TEXTS- POLITICAL ORGANISATION IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA 
 

CORTES DE LEÓN 
“En el nombre de Dios. Yo don Alfonso, rey de León y de Galicia, habiendo celebrado curia en León, con el 
arzobispo y los obispos y los magnates de mi reino y con los ciudadanos elegidos de cada una de las ciudades, 
establecí y confirmé bajo juramento que a todos los de mi reino, tanto clérigos como laicos, les respetaría las 
buenas costumbres que tienen establecidas por mis antecesores. […] Prometí, además, que no haré guerra 
ni paz ni pacto a no ser con el consejo de los obispos, nobles y hombres buenos, por cuyo consejo debo 
regirme. 
[…] También prometieron todos reunidos: los obispos, y todos los caballeros y los ciudadanos confirmaron 
con juramento, ser fieles en mi consejo, a fin de mantener la justicia y conservar la paz en mi reino.” 

Cortes de León, 1188. Texto completo en el Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. 

  

CORTES DE CASTILLA 
“También los castellanos, al igual que los aragoneses, tenían sus instituciones parlamentarias: las Cortes de 
Castilla, que alcanzaron la cima de su poder durante los siglos XIV y XV. 
Existían, sin embargo, importantes diferencias entre las Cortes de Castilla y las de la Corona de Aragón. En el 
caso castellano se impedía que las Cortes pudiesen ejercer el control político efectivo que ejercían sus 
semejantes aragonesas, lo cual había de minar fatalmente su autoridad. Los reyes de Castilla, a diferencia de 
los de Aragón, no tenían la obligación de convocar las Cortes de modo regular y nadie en Castilla, ni siquiera 
entre los nobles y el clero, tenía derecho a asistir. A pesar de todo, era costumbre establecida que el soberano 
de Castilla reuniera las Cortes siempre que necesitase un subsidio adicional o servicio, la fuerza que las Cortes 
hubieran podido adquirir mediante esa práctica quedaba disminuida debido a la exención fiscal de los nobles 
y el clero. Esto conllevaba que dichos estamentos demostrasen una gran falta de interés por los asuntos 
financieros, lo que obligaba a los representantes de las ciudades a enfrentarse mano a mano con la Corona. 
Pero hay algo más importante aún: las Cortes castellanas, a diferencia de las de Aragón, fracasaron en la 
obtención de una participación en el poder legislativo. En teoría, el consentimiento de las Cortes era 
necesario para la revocación de las leyes, pero el poder de legislar pertenecía en exclusiva a la Corona. Las 
Cortes podían presentar solicitudes, pero no consiguieron jamás convertir dicha facultad en derecho de 
legislar, en parte a causa de su propia falta de unidad y en parte debido a la incapacidad para establecer el 
principio de que la reparación de los agravios debía preceder a la concesión de ayuda al rey”. 

Elliot, J.H., La España imperial 1469-1716 (Barcelona: Vicens-Vives, 1972) (Adaptación) 

 

CORONA DE ARAGÓN 
“En la Corona de Aragón las tres Cortes se reunían a veces en la misma ciudad (en Cortes Generales), aunque 
en sesiones separadas; pero era más frecuente que se reunieran por separado en cada uno de los reinos. La 
limitación por la Cortes del poder de los reyes para elaborar leyes en el Reino de Aragón estaba simbolizada 
en un famoso juramento: 
“Nos, que valemos tanto como vos y juntos podemos más que vos, os hacemos nuestro Rey y Señor, con tal 
de que guardáis nuestros fueros y libertades; y si no, no.” 
Aunque es probable que nunca se hiciera en estos términos tan duros refleja con claridad la relación pactista 
entre el gobernante y los gobernados. En 1283 la Corona aceptó, tanto en el Reino de Aragón como en el 
Principado de Cataluña, que todas las leyes futuras tuvieran que contar con la aprobación de las Cortes. Por 
lo tanto, el rey, al ascender al trono, juraba mantener las leyes y fueros de cada uno de los reinos de la Corona 
de Aragón, y no podía legislar sin el consentimiento de sus Cortes. 
En cada uno de los reinos de la Corona de Aragón existía una comisión permanente de las Cortes, llamada 
Diputación que supervisaba las leyes y la administración general cuando las Cortes no estaban reunidas. La 
Diputación catalana, también llamada Generalitat, adquirió especial importancia en el gobierno de Cataluña. 
Por lo tanto, la capacidad del rey para recaudar impuestos como para reclutar soldados y legislar (hacer leyes) 
estaba severamente restringida en los reinos de la Corona de Aragón. 

Kamen, H., Una sociedad conflictiva: España, 1469-1714 (Madrid: Alianza, 1984) (Adaptación) 

 

http://www.mecd.gob.es/cultura-mecd/dms/mecd/cultura-mecd/areas-cultura/archivos/novedades/documentos-novedades/3/Decreta_Documento6_es.pdf
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TEXTS – LIVESTOCK FARMING IN CASTILLA 
 
Text 1 
“Los ganaderos que trasladaban sus rebaños en busca de pastos consiguieron privilegios del rey Alfonso X en 
1273. Era una actividad que dejaba mucho dinero puesto que se obtenía lana y cuero, por el contrario, 
necesitaba muchos pastos lo que provocó enfrentamientos entre los ganaderos y los agricultores y también 
fue la causa de la deforestación en parte de la Península. 
Los caminos que transitaban los rebaños eran las cañadas reales entre las que destacaban la Cañada Leonesa, 
la Segoviana y la Manchega. Había una serie de caminos menores para repartir el ganado por los pastos 
(cordeles, veredas,…)” 

  
Text 2 
Súplicas al rey en las Cortes. Siglo XV 
“Este alcalde de la Mesta y los pastores andan, señor, por vuestras tierras demandando de nuevo nuevas 
cañadas en los lugares donde nunca las hubo […] y os pedimos, señor, que tengáis por bien de mandar que 
en los lugares donde no hubo cañadas desde el tiempo del rey don Alfonso, vuestro bisabuelo, que no las 
haya ahora ni de aquí en adelante […] Y si en algunas tierras se quieren abrir o ensanchar cañadas, que lo 
hagan por los lugares acostumbrados. Y no como las quieren abrir ahora, pasando por medio de las mejores 
huertas, viñas y heredades y por las aldeas mismas.” 
  
Answer the following questions in your notebook: 

1. Give a common title for both texts. 

2. What institution grouped the transhumant shepherds? What was it for? 

3. Why was there a conflict between those working in agriculture and those in charge of the 

herds? 

4. The kings clearly supported one of the sides in this conflict: which one? Why? 

5. What negative consequences did livestock farming have on the environment? 

 
 

TEXT – ANTISEMITISM IN CASTILLA 
 

EL ANTISEMITISMO EN CASTILLA. LOS SUCESOS DE 1391 

“Estando el rey en Segovia recibió noticias de que el pueblo de la ciudad de Sevilla había robado la Judería, y 
que la mayor parte de los judíos que allí se encontraban eran hechos cristianos, y a muchos de ellos se les 
daba muerte. Y que una vez que tales noticias se conocieron en Córdoba y en Toledo, hicieron lo mismo, al 
igual que en otros muchos lugares del reino. Y cuando el rey supo que los judíos de Sevilla, Córdoba y Toledo 
eran destruidos, aunque enviaba cartas y ballesteros a otros lugares para defenderlos, la situación estaba tan 
agitada que no se echaron atrás en nada de lo que hacían; incluso cada día el problema se acrecentaba más; 
y hasta tal punto llegó que lo mismo ocurrió en Aragón y en las ciudades de Valencia, Barcelona, Lérida y 
otros lugares. Y ello se hacía más con la intención de robar que de defender la religión. Y lo mismo quería 
hacer la gente a los moros que vivían en las ciudades y villas del Reino, aunque no se atrevieron por temor a 
que los cristianos que estaban prisioneros en el reino de Granada y fuera de las fronteras fuesen muertos. Y 
el comienzo de toda esta situación y ataque contra los judíos se produjo por las palabras que inducían a tal 
acción que había pronunciado el Arcediano de Écija, que estaba en Sevilla; que antes que muriese el rey don 
Juan, ya había comenzado a predicar contra los judíos; y la gente del pueblo, bien inducida por tales 
sermones, bien con la intención de robar, y no teniendo además miedo al rey por la corta edad que tenía y 
por la falta de acuerdo que existía entre los señores del reino, por todo ello vino a producirse este 
desafortunado suceso que hemos contado.” 

LÓPEZ DE AYALA, Pedro, ‘Crónica de Enrique III’, en Crónicas de los reyes de Castilla. 
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REVISE – THE EVOLUTION OF THE CHRISTIAN KINGDOMS IN THE 

IBERIAN PENINSULA 
 

Arrange the following maps in chronological order, and justify (one paragraph per maps) your 
answer taking into account the Christian kingdoms which appear in each of the maps and the 

evolution of al-Andalus. 

 
A       B

    
   C       D    

    
   E       F 
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Unit 6 – Demography: the study of the population 
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7.3. The natural increase of Spain’s population. 
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Demography: it is the science in charge of studying the population, changing in time and space. 
Population is all the people who inhabit a particular area. We study the evolution in time, the 
distribution in the space, the dynamics, etc. 
 Demos (GR)  People 
 Graphy (GR)  Writing, description, measurement. 
 
Currently: about 7,5 billion people. 
 Distribution in regions: 

- Asia: 4504 million (59,7 %) 
- Africa: 1256 million (16,6 %) 
- America: 1006 million (13,4 %) 
- Europe: 742 million (9,8 %) 
- Oceania: 40 million (0,5 %) 

 
Evolution: very fast growth since the 18th century.  

 

 
 
 
Most populated countries in the world: China (1,4 billion), India (1,3 billion), USA (325 million), 
Indonesia (263 million) and Brazil (209 million).  
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Distribution the population: the way people are spread across a given area. Measured by the 
population density, which is calculated by dividing the number of people and the area in square 
kilometres. The result is expressed in inhab / km2.  
 

 
   
The population is unevenly distributed, and while there are demographic deserts (even less than 1 
inhab/km2) there are super-populated areas (even more than 20000 inhab/km2). Population density 
depends on a set of factors that may be favour or discourage human settlements. 
 

 
 

 
High-density areas of the world:  

- Asia: eastern China, Japan, Ganges and Indus Valleys, Java (Indonesia). 
- Africa: coasts of Nigeria, Maghreb and banks of river Nile (Egypt). 
- Central and South America: Rio de Janeiro-Sao Paulo (Brazil), Río de la Plata 

(Argentina-Uruguay) and central Mexico. 
- North America: eastern coast and south-west of the USA, Great Lakes. 
- Europe: Manchester to Milan curve (London, Netherlands, Ruhr valley, Po valley), 

Paris, Bosporus strait (Istambul), Moscow (Russia).  
- Oceania: south-eastern coast of Australia. 

 
Physical factors: 

- Climate: temperate climates are more favourable. 
- Relief: flat or not very elevated lands. Coastal areas and the mouths of rivers tend to attract 

large populations.  
- Soil: fertile lands, or with supplies or natural resources. 

 
Human factors: 

- Historical populations: areas with longer history of large populations (ie. the east coast Vs 
west coast of the USA).  

- Economy:  
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o Primary sector (agriculture, livestock farming, etc.): favourable agricultural 
conditions, areas of intensive agriculture. 

o Secondary sector (mining, industry, energy production): large deposits of raw 
materials for industry and energy production (coal, oil, etc.). Traditional industrial 
locations (English Midlands and Ruhr valley in Germany), related with the availability 
of raw materials. Areas where industries are delocalised (China, India, Bangladesh, 
etc.) tend to attract great numbers from rural to urban areas. Strategic areas are also 
favoured. 

o Tertiary sector (services): areas of technological advances (developed world), 
specialised services (ie. tourism) and administrative centres (capitals of countries). 

 
Highest densities (by country): Monaco (18589 inhab/km2), Singapore (7796 inhab/km2), Bahrain (1917 
inhab/km2), Vatican City (1818 inhab/km2) … Bangladesh (1138 inhab/km2) … Taiwan (651 inhab/km2) … 
South Korea (513 inhab/km2) … Netherlands (414 inhab/km2). 

 

 
Physical factors: 

- Climate: extreme climates, either hot (desert, equatorial) and cold (high mountain, polar). 
- Relief: mountain ranges. 
- Soil: poor lands with scarcity of natural resources. 

 
Human factors: 

- Historical populations: areas barely populated in History, generally due to isolation (centre 
of large continents or remote islands, for example).  

- Economy: lack of economic activities. That may be due to the climate or soil for the primary 
sector, lack of industries and tertiary activities. Areas of extensive agriculture (cereals, for 
example) have very low densities, such as the Great Plains (USA), Canada and Argentina. 

 
Least densely-populated countries: Mongolia (1,9 inhab/km2), Namibia (2,6 inhab/km2), Australia (3 
inhab/km2), Iceland (3,4 inhab/km2). 
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Migration: movement of people from one location to another to settle temporarily (but for more 
than one year) or permanently. Migrants make a conscious choice to leave their country of origin 
looking for a better life elsewhere. 

Emigration  leaving place of origin. 
 Immigration  receiving, arriving, entering in a country.  
 
Migratory balance of a country  difference immigrants – emigrants (if positive, the country has 
more population, and if negative it is losing population). It is usually positive in developed countries,  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Migrations can be classified depending on the following elements: duration, character, origin, 
causes and final destination. 

- Character:  
o Voluntary migrations: people seek better opportunities and living conditions. 
o Forced migrations: refugees, that is, people who escape from wars, religious or 

political prosecutions, etc. These migrants look for safety and protection of human 
rights rather than better economic conditions. 

- Final destination:  
o Regional migrants: to the main economic location of a province or region.  
o National: within the borders of the same country, but different regions. 
o Continental: within the same continent. 
o Intercontinental: to another continent. 
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There are different effects depending if it the emitting or receiving country. 

- Demographic: migrants tend to be revitalise the population of a country, so immigration 
implies younger and more active populations (and an increase in birth rates), while 
emigrant countries lose active population. 

- Economic: countries of origin lose recently-educated population (even if there are unskilled 
workers), so they have a negative economic impact. On the other hand, emigrants tend to 
send money to their families in their countries of origin. The receiving countries receive 
young population with a long working life ahead, and if the migrants are unskilled workers 
they will occupy unwanted positions. If they are skilled workers they increase the added 
value to the workforce of the country. In addition to this, younger populations do not use 
some public services such as health care. 

- Cultural diversity: migrations bring ethnical and cultural diversity to a country. However, 
some populations reject this due to racism and xenophobia. 

 

 
Migrations have changed throughout history, and current flows do not reflect patterns of the past. 
From the Modern Age until the 20th century, migrations have been as follows: 

- Europe: traditionally emitting continent towards the Americas and in less degree to 
Australia. Most of these migrations were related with colonial empires (Spain in Central 
and South America; England in North America, Oceania, etc.). Internally speaking, the 
Industrial Revolution (from the late 18th century until the Second World War) meant waves 
of rural exodus both inside the countries and internationally. From the 1950s onwards, 
Europe became a receiving continent from former colonies, such as Maghrebis and sub-
Saharans to France, Caribbean and South-Asian populations in the United Kingdom; South 
and Central Americans in Spain, etc. Also, there have been important continental 
migrations, mostly from the east to the west of the continent, such as Turkish to Germany, 
Polish to the United Kingdom and Romanians to Spain. 

- Asia: China, India and the Philippines have been emitting countries for intercontinental 
migrations until recently, while smaller countries experienced continental migrations. 
Recent economic changes caused that China and India have been subjected to great 
internal movements from rural to urban areas. Some Middle Eastern countries (United 
Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia) are currently receiving migrants due to the economic growth 
experienced thanks to the extraction of oil and gas. 

- Africa: African migrations have been traditionally marked by emigration. From the 15th 
century, forced migrations –slavery- towards Brazil, the Caribbean and North America were 
the most relevant. Currently, movements are voluntary due to the political instability after 
the end of colonial rule and the dire economic conditions, and the destinations are 
generally developed countries of Europe. 

- America: mostly a receiving continent after the early European colonisation in the 15th 
century, until the 20th century it has been destination from the European metropolises 
(Spain, Portugal, Ireland, etc.) and slaves from Africa. In the 20th century, North America 
has continued receiving immigration from Asia and Latin America, while South America has 
emitted people towards the United States and European countries. 
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The natural increase of the population is related with births and deaths and excludes migrations. 
That is, it focuses on the ways the population of a place grows or decreases by ‘natural reasons’. 
This rate reflects historical, technological, economic, social and ideological changes in a place.  
 
Rate of Natural Increase: if it is positive, the population grows; if negative, it decreases. 
 

 

 
 

 
The birth rate is based on the relation between the total number of births in one year and the total 
population of a place or country.  

 

 
 
Factors that affect the birth rate:  

- Biological: maternal age, fertility rate.  
- Demographic: since it relates births with the total population, if the older population is 

greater, the birth rate is lower. 
- Socioeconomic: degree of urbanisation, ideology (religion), availability of birth control 

methods (contraception), average age at marriage, cost of raising and educating children, 
existence of social provisions, degree of education, etc.   

 
Birth rates tend to be higher in less developed countries (Niger 49 ‰, Zambia and Mali 46 ‰, etc.) 
while developed countries low or very low (Germany 8 ‰, Italy and Japan 9 ‰, etc.). 
 
Fertility rate: it is directly related with the birth rate. It links the total number of births in one year 
in one place with the number of women of child-bearing age (15-49 years of age). It is expressed as 
average number of children per woman, so no unit (‰) is used. 
 It is considered that a fertility rate of 2.1 guarantees the stable replacement of the 
population, while lower rates reflect lower birth rates and a higher one a population growth. This 
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rate is also higher in less developed countries (Niger 7,3; Chad and Somalia 6,4; Angola 6,3, etc.) and 
lower in developed areas (European Union 1,58; Bosnia and Herzegovina, China and Romania 1,2;  
Greece, Spain and Italy 1,3, etc.).  
 

 
 

 
The death rate is based on the relation between the total number of births in one year and the total 
population of a place or country.  
 

 
 
Factors that affect the death rate:  

- Demographic: since it relates the total number of deaths with the total population, if the 
older population is greater, the death rate will grow because of the life expectancy. 

- Socioeconomic: degree of urbanisation, diet and nutrition, medical technology 
(vaccination, antibiotics, immunizations, etc.), existence of health care systems, hygiene 
and sanitation, economic level, access to clean water, violent conflicts, etc. 

 
Death rates are lower in developed and developing countries (with increasing access to health care 
systems) with younger populations; traditionally-developed countries are ageing, so the death rate 
is growing (and the ‘3C’ is more important: cars, cancer and cardiovascular diseases); and death 
rates are high in less developed countries where infectious diseases affect more greatly, less access 
to health care, famines, wars. 
Afghanistan 18,2 ‰, Swaziland 18 ‰, Nigeria 15,3 ‰, Somalia 14,5 ‰, etc; United Arab Emirates 0,9 ‰, 
Qatar 1,1 ‰, Kuwait 1,8 ‰; Andorra 3,5 ‰, Ecuador 4,1 ‰, Mexico 5 ‰, Brazil and Ireland 6,3 ‰, China 7,1 
‰, USA and Netherlands 8,1 ‰. 

 
Infant Mortality rate: number of children who die before reaching one year of age, in one year in a 
particular place or country. It directly reflects the socioeconomic level of the country, since access 
to health care is especially important for giving birth and for babies, and they are more sensitive in 
case of nutritional problems. 
 

 
 

Afghanistan 112,8 ‰, Mali 100 ‰, Somalia 96,6 ‰, Central African Republic 88,4 ‰; Norway 2,5 
‰, Singapore 2,4 ‰, Iceland 2,1 ‰, Japan 2 ‰, Monaco 1,8 ‰. 
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Life expectancy: it is the average of years a newborn is expected to live for in a particular place. It 
also reflects the degree of access to health care and medical advances, as it is reflected by the great 
increase experienced in advanced countries during the 20th century. It is worth mentioning than 
women have a higher life expectancy than men.  
 

COUNTRY LIFE EXP. FEMALES MALES COUNTRY LIFE EXP. FEMALES MALES 

Japan 83.7 86.8 80.5 
Cote 

d’Ivoire 
53.3 54.4 52.3 

Switzerland 83.4 85.3 81.3 Chad 53.1 54.5 51.7 

Singapore 83.1 86.1 80.0 C. African R. 52.5 54.1 50.9 

Australia 82.8 84.8 80.9 Angola 52.4 54.0 50.9 

Spain 82.8 85.5 80.1 Sierra Leone 50.1 50.8 49.3 

 
 

 

The Demographic Transition Theory studies the birth and death rates and their evolution in time. In 
developed countries (ie. western Europe) the Pre-Industrial phase lasted until the 18th century, and 
the Modern phases began with the Industrial Revolution in the early 19th century.  
 The fifth phase reflects ageing populations with lower birth than death rate.  
 

 
 

 

Population pyramids are graphs that show the structure of the population, that is, the division of 
the population according to gender and age. Natural increase of the population, the life expectancy 
and the level of development can be analysed with population pyramids.   
  
Elaboration of a population pyramid:  

- Axis X  Left for males (blue), right for females (red). Ages in the centre. Careful with the 
length of the axis (take the longer measure, and organise your space from there). 
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- Axis Y  Divide in group of five years (0-4; 5-9; 10-14…).  

 

 
Analysis of a population pyramid: shape, age groups, longer and shorter bars, differences between 
males and females, birth and death rates, life expectancy, level of development of the country, stage 
in the demographic transition theory, future projections (increase or decrease of population), etc. 
 

 
 

 
EUROPE 

742.073.853 inhabitants – 9,8 % world’s population.  
34 inhab/km2 

74,2 % urban population – 25,8 % rural population. 
41,8 – median age 

 
LARGER POPULATIONS HIGHER DENSITIES 

Russia 143 700 000 Monaco 18005,4 inhab/km2 

Germany 80 716 000 Vatican City 1913,6 inhab/km2 

Turkey 79 814 871 Malta 1413,1 inhab/km2 

France 66 730 000 San Marino 532,3 inhab/km2 

United Kingdom 64 100 000 Netherlands 405,8 inhab/km2 

 

 
EUROPEAN UNION 

Total population – 516 million. 
Population density – 118,3 inhab/km2 

Median age - 42.9 years 
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European Union – Eurostat 
Natural movements: 
Birth rate – 10,1 ‰ 
Death rate – 10,2 ‰ 
Net migration rate – 2,5 ‰ 
Infant mortality rate – 4 ‰ 
Life expectancy at birth – 80,2 years (Male: 77,4 years; female: 83,2 years) 
Total fertility rate: 1.61. 
 
Migration in the European Union: 

- Internal migration: 
o Younger workers from less economically developed regions and to move to more 

prosperous regions in their country or to EU countries with good economic prospects. 
o Retirees from wealthier places with colder weather to the sun belt in southern 

Europe. 
- External migration: 

o 2010: 31,4 million people (6,3 % total population)  born outside the EU. The largest 
absolute numbers of people born outside the EU were in Germany (6.4 million), 
France (5.1 million), the United Kingdom (4.7 million), Spain (4.1 million), Italy (3.2 
million), and the Netherlands (1.4 million). 

o From less developed areas of the world to Europe, many times to former colonial 
powers. 
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Total - 46.549.045 
Men - 22.838.035 
Women - 23.711.009 
Foreigners - 4.464.997 
 

 
 
Distribution (by provinces): 

Total population Density (inhab./km²) 

Madrid 6 466 996 Madrid 805,66 

Barcelona 5 542 680 Barcelona 716,16 

Valencia 2 544 264 Vizcaya 517,63 

Sevilla 1 939 775 Guipúzcoa 359,46 

Alicante 1 836 459 Alicante 315,71 

Density (by town) 
1. Mislata (Valencia): 20 867,96 inhab./km² 
2. Hospitalet de Llobregat (Barcelona): 20 384,32 inhab./km² 
3. Santa Coloma de Gramanet (Barcelona): 16 736,14 inhab./km² 
4. Barcelona: 15 748,86 inhab./km² 
5. Barañáin (Navarra): 14 622,3 inhab./km² 

 

 
 Internal migrations:  

Two great flows of rural exodus: the first one in the second half of the 19th century from poorer rural 
areas to Catalonia (around Barcelona) and the Basque Country (Bilbao); the second –and greater 
exodus happened during the 1960s and 1970s, when the country was under a period of 
industrialisation. The regions emitting more migrants were Andalucía, Extremadura and both 
Castillas, and those receiving them Madrid, Catalonia and the Basque Country. From the appearance 
of the Autonomous Communities, administrative capitals have attracted larger numbers of regional 
migrants.  

 External migrations: 
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o History: Spain has been an emigrant country until very recently. From the migrations 
to the New World from the 15th century until the first half of the 20th century, to the 
attraction of industrialised European countries such as Germany, France and 
Switzerland between the 1940s and 1960s. 

o 21st century: for the first time, Spain has recently experienced large-scale 
immigration in our modern history. From about a 3% of the total of the population 
to a historical record of about 5 million foreigners (about 13 % of the population). 
Currently, there are about 4,5 million immigrants living in Spain (about 10 % of the 
population). Spain has attracted two types of migrants: 
 Economic migrants from less developed countries, mostly from Eastern 

Europe, South America and Northern Africa. They comprise about 80 % of the 
foreign inhabitants. 

 Ageing population from richer countries such as the United Kingdom, 
Netherlands and Germany, looking for cheaper living costs and better 
weather for their retirement. They account for 20 % of the immigrants. 

o In addition to this, the recent economic recession has had demographic 
consequences, making the migratory balance negative for several years, with Spanish 
nationals migrating to wealthier countries (Germany, United Kingdom, etc.) looking 
for better opportunities and foreign residents returning to their countries of origin.  

 

MIGRATIONS 2016 IMMIGRATION EMIGRATION MIGRATORY BALANCE 

Total 237.115 184.189 52.926 

Spanish nationals 33.028 46.004 -12.976 

Foreign nationals 204.087 138.185 65.902 

Top five foreign nationals in Spain: 
Romania: 798 104; Morocco: 773 966; Ecuador: 316 756; United Kingdom: 312 098; Colombia: 250 087. 

 

 
Total population - 46.549.045 inhabitants. 
Natural increase 
Total births - 187.703 
Fertility rate - 1,38 
Maternity age (average) – 32 years.  

Total deaths - 219.835 
Life expectancy - Total 83,11 (Males 80,31; females 85,84) 
Infant mortality rate – 2,65 
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Structure of the population. 
Young – 14,3 % 
Adult – 69 % 
Elderly – 16,7 % 
Total men - 22.838.035; total women - 23.711.009 (50,58 % female; 49, 42 % male) 
Median age – 42,7 years  (Male: 41,5 years; female: 43,9 years) 
 

 
 

 

GLOSSARY
Demography (with population) 

Population density 
Migration 

Net migration rate 
Natural increase of population 

Birth rate, death rate 
Infant mortality rate 

Life expectancy 
Population pyramid 

Demographic transition theory 
 
 

Young – 14,3 % 

Adult – 69 % 

Elderly – 16,7 % 

50,58 % female; 49, 42 % male. 
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EXERCISES: 
 

1. Population density - Find the population density of the following countries. 

COUNTRY AREA (Km2) TOTAL POPULATION (inhab) 
DENSITY 

(inhab / km2) 

Germany 357.000 81.000.000  

Saudi Arabia 2.150.000 32.000.000  

Argentina 2780000 42000000  

Australia 7741000 24000000  

Brazil 8515000 205000000  

 
2. Distribution of European population - Identify the areas with more density of the map, and 

explain the factors that may affect them. 
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3. Population densities - Complete the table and answer the questions. 

COUNTRY TOTAL POPULATION AREA DENSITY 

Hungary 9.900.000 inh. 93.033 km2  

China 1.294.400.000 inh.  135,21 inh./km2 

United States of America  9.529.063 km2 30,27 inh./km2 

Singapore 4.200.000 inh. 618 km2  

a. Which country has got more population? 
b. Which country is larger? 
c. Which country has a higher population density? 
d. Why has the smaller country a higher density than the larger? 

 
4. Complete the table by looking for information in the CIA World Factbook. 

COUNTRY TOTAL POPULATION NET MIGRATION RATE Positive or negative NMR? 

Morocco    

United Kingdom    

Qatar    

Italy    

Romania    

Canada    

Turkey    

South Africa    

 
5. Natural increase of the population – Complete the table. 

COUNTRY BIRTH RATE (‰) DEATH RATE (‰) NATURAL INCREASE 

DR Congo 46 16  

Ecuador 21 5  

Spain 9.1 8.5  

USA 13 8  

India 21 7  

Ireland 15 6  

Japan 8 10  

Niger 50 11  

 
6. Population growth - With the following data of a country, find all the rates you can: 

Total population: 62,007,540 
Total area: 301,338 km2 
Births: 474,000 
Deaths: 608,000 
Foreign nationals: 5,014,437 
Immigration: 250,026 
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7. Death rates – Answer the following questions about the following map. 
a. What death rates do you see in Europe and Africa? 
b. What factors explain these rates? 
c. Name five countries that have a death rate of more than 16 ‰. 
d. Name five countries that have a death rate of less than 4 ‰.  

 
 

8. Population structure – Answer the following questions about this chart. 

 
a. What do these pie charts show? 
b. What are the differences between the population in 1950 and 2000? 
c. Which age group grows the most across the three charts? 
d. Which age group falls the most across the three charts? 
e. What problems will the world population face in 2050? 
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9. Population structure – With the following data, draw a population pyramid in your 
notebook and answer the following questions: 

Age Males Females Age Males Females 

Total 100 100 40-44 4,2 4,2 

0-4 16,7 16,4 45-49 3,3 3,4 

5-9 14 13,8 50-54 2,6 2,8 

10-14 12,6 12,4 55-59 2,2 2,4 

15-19 11,5 11,3 60-64 1,7 1,8 

20-24 9,3 9,2 65-69 1,2 1,4 

25-29 7,6 7,5 70-74 0,8 1 

30-34 6,4 6,3 75-- 0,6 0,9 

35-39 5,3 5,2    

 
a. What type of pyramid is it? 
b. Does it correspond to a developed, developing or less-developed country? 
c. Has it got a high or low birth rate? 
d. Has it got a high or low death rate? 
e. Which age has the longest bar? 
f. Which is the population group with more population? 
g. Are there more males or females? In what age groups? Why? 
h. Is its population going to grow or decrease in the near future? Why? 

 
10. The population of Spain – Identify the areas with higher population density in Spain. 
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11. The population of Spain – Taking into account the Demographic Transition Theory, identify 
the moments of greater change of the Spanish population. 
 

 
 

12. The population of Spain - With the following data, find the rates with no results:  
Total population - 46.549.045 inhabitants. 
Density – 91,95 inhab./km2. 
Area: 
Total increase of the population: 57.953. 
Total births - 187.703 

Birth rate: 
Total deaths: 219.835 
Death rate: 
Total natural increase: 
Rate of natural increase: 

 

TEXT – SPAIN’S POPULATION SET TO DROP 11% BY 2050. 
 
Stephen Burgen, The Guardian. 20 Oct 2016. 

Low birth rate and high life expectancy ‘will lead to 5.3 million fewer 
inhabitants and over-65s making up 34% of total’. 

 
Spain by 2050 will be a depopulated nation dominated by elderly and single people, according to a report 
that predicts the country will have lost 5.3 million inhabitants, or 11% of the current population, by the 
middle of the century. 
Spain’s low birth rate and high life expectancy are seen as a demographic problem that the report, released 
by the national statistics office on Thursday, expects to become more entrenched. 
If the trends continue, by 2050 the over-65s will make up 34.6% of the population, while close to a quarter 
of a million Spaniards will be over 100 years old. By that date there will be 1.7 million fewer children under 
10 than there are today. 
A country also once famed for large families seems destined to become a nation of singletons, with single-
person households rising by about a fifth over the next 15 years, to make up 28% of the total. Two-person 
households will make up a third of the total. 
While the fertility rate is predicted to rise slightly, from 1.33 to 1.38, births will fall overall because there will 
be fewer women of childbearing age. The average age at which Spanish women have their first child is 
expected to rise from 31.9 to 33 years. 
In the first 10 years of the millennium, immigration from Latin America, north Africa and elsewhere 
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in Europe boosted Spain’s reproductive population, but following the financial crisis hundreds of thousands 
of those immigrants have returned home. Meanwhile, large numbers of young Spaniards have themselves 
emigrated in search of work. However, immigration is predicted to slightly exceed emigration in the coming 
years. 
In 1900 life expectancy in Spain was 35, meaning that half of those born did not live to be 15. Life expectancy 
is now 80 for men and 85 for women; if the trends continue, by 2065 this will rise to 88 and 91 respectively. 
Demographers stress that elderly people should not be seen as burdensome on Spanish society. “They have 
resources, 70% have paid off their mortgages,” said Julio Pérez Díaz, a demographer at the Centre for Human 
and Social Sciences in Madrid. “They are big consumers and during the long financial crisis it has been 
pensioners who, above all, have saved their children and grandchildren from going under.” 
Antonio Argũeso, of the institute that produced the paper, cautioned: “These are not so much predictions 
but references to the way things might evolve. In the 1990s we didn’t think Spain would arrive at a population 
of 40 million but no one had predicted that 10 years later six million immigrants would arrive and take the 
population to 47 million”. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. Summarise the news in three lines. 
2. What rates related with births are presented in the text? Specify what it is mentioned 

about each. 
3. What factors related with the birth rates are included in the text? 
4. What rates related with deaths are presented in the text? And the factors? 
5. What has the role of migrants been for Spanish demographics?  
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Unit 7 – Rural and urban settlements 
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A settlements describes a territory occupied by people, and there are two basic types: rural 
and urban. In this unit we are going to study both of them, focusing on the types, functions, 
structure, morphology, historical evolution and the differences across the world. Urbanisation is the 
process which refers to the movement of people from rural areas to urban areas and its 
consequences. 

The population of the world has been rural throughout the centuries, but –mostly– economic 
changes have led to an impressive growth in the urbanisation rate during the last century, causing 
many changes at all levels: politics, culture, economy, society, etc.  
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Rural populations in the world total 3.4 billion people (a little less than half of the current 

world population), but they are decreasing quickly, especially in emerging and developing countries. 
Large areas of the world have populations that are mostly rural. Such places tend to be areas 

which produce a range of foods and protect their natural environment. 

 
 

 
Towns and villages are the conglomerations that each population forms when people group 

together and organize themselves within a space that they use and work in. 
The form of a population depends on the activities on which it develops and on the 

limitations imposed by the surrounding environment. Populations are characterized by having a 
diversity of forms and by having a diversity of forms and by their interaction with the environment 
in many different ways. There are three basic types of rural settlements: 

- Dispersed: the houses are separated to one another and surrounded by the land they farm. 
- Concentrated: grouped into a village. They may be linear (along a road or a path) or clustered 

(around a central point). 
- Interdispersed: some dwellings are isolated, while others are grouped together.  

 
Dispersed and concentrated rural settlements 
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Traditional houses are characterized by their use of natural materials found in the 

environment as well as by their functionality (home, workplace, stables, etc.). We can classify 
houses according their shape, the materials used in their construction, and their geographical 
location: 

- Stone houses: These are durable homes which are characteristic of sedentary populations, 
such as agrarian communities in Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. 

- Mud houses: These are made of adobe (a mixture of mud and straw). They sometimes have 
a wooden frame and often have roof made of branches. They are characteristic of 
communities involved in irrigated agricultural activities or extensive livestock farming (e.g. 
south of the Sahara desert or eastern and southern African savannahs). 

- Wooden houses: These are found in forest areas, such as the equatorial forests of Africa and 
America, European and Canadian forests, and the taiga in Siberia. In wetter swamp areas, 
they are often built on wooden poles (stilts) to insulate their floors. These houses have a 
ground floor made of stone, the next floor made of wood and brick o adobe, and the top 
level made of wood. 

- Houses of fur and fabric: These can be found in areas where nomadic livestock activities are 
carried out. Examples of these areas are the Asian steppes, the African deserts or the Lapland 
tundra in the north of Europe. 

- Cave houses: These are also known as troglodyte homes because they are carved within 
rocks. They provide excellent thermal insulation because they are cool in summer and warm 
in winter. Although these structures were used during the Prehistoric times, sometimes 
these structures are currently used for storages or as cellars (e.g. eastern Andalucia). 

- Ice homes: Eskimos build these near the Arctic using cubes of ice. They are called igloos. 
 

 
During the last few decades, cities have become more densely populated. A majority of the 

human population is now urban (4.13 billion people). 
 

 
Cities are formed by a large group of people, houses and other permanent buildings which 

form a settlements with high density of population. They are independent from food sources (that 
is, they do not produce their food), so they depend on the surroundings (hinterland: area of 
influence of a city). On the other hand, they provide services for the people living in them and for 
other individuals from more distant areas, and are the centre of political, economic and cultural 
activities. 

Three main characteristics are needed for a human settlement to be considered a city: 
- Demographic size: Different countries use different criteria to define a city (10.000 

inhabitants in Spain, 1.000 in Canada, 2.500 in the USA, etc.). 
- The functions they perform: They usually carry out work in the tertiary sector, and 

sometimes in the secondary sector (mining and industrial cities). Cities are, by definition, 
independent from food sources. That is, they do not provide their own food, so they have to 
be supplied from somewhere else. 

- Density and permanence: Cities have high population densities because the whole 
population is concentrated in a relatively small area. 
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A city is always linked with its origins and its original purpose. The main factors throughout 
history for location of cities have been generally defensive (on a hilly area such as Rome) or on the 
shores of a river such as Paris and London) and commercial (near crossroads, trading posts, 
navigable rivers, ports, etc., such as Istanbul, Hamburg, Barcelona, Lyon, etc.).  

The urban structure is related with the different uses of the city, which are going to be 
related with past uses and their historical growth. We can identify historical areas, business areas, 
residential areas, commercial areas, slums and shantytowns. 

Urban morphology refers to the external appearance of a city and is evident in the layout of 
the city and its streets, as well as in the buildings and their shapes. The different shapes are: 

o Regular (grid layout): orthogonal or checkerboard plan. First used in Greece, spread 
thanks to the Romans, and re-used from the 16th century onwards in new cities 
(Montevideo, Havana, Lima, New York City, San Francisco, etc.) and in expansions 
(Eixample in Barcelona, Barrio de Salamanca in Madrid, etc.). 

o Radial or circular plan: formed by a design of concentric rings, with streets radiating 
from its centre and cross streets forming circles around it. Moscow, Milan, Paris and 
Vitoria-Gasteiz are great examples of this type of plan.   

o Irregular plan: with winding, narrow streets without a fixed model. Muslim and 
medieval cities such as Córdoba, central Madrid, Toledo and Lyon are examples of 
this.  
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Nowadays new cities and traditional ones have been experiencing radical changes. The main 

reasons behind these changes are the rapid growth of their population and sizes. 
 

 
 

 
Traditional cities are those that originated before the 19th century and the Industrial 

Revolution. They preserve most of their old layout and historical heritage. A general overview of 
urban history.  

- Ancient times:  
o The first cities in history were in ancient Mesopotamia, in the 4th millennium BCE. 
o Greeks lived in poleis (city-states), with a clear urban structure divided into the 

acropolis (high city, on a hill, with a defensive and religious function) and the lower 
city, organised in irregular streets around a central square (Agora). They founded 
cities along the Mediterranean and Black Seas, so they influenced greatly other 
cultures such as the Romans. 

o Rome was a very urban civilisation, and they used a grid system (invented in Greece) 
with two main streets (cardus and decumanus) with a central square (forum). They 
founded a great number of cities across their territories, and the structure of many 
current cities reflect their Roman past. From the 3rd century, urban lifestyle declined. 

- Middle Ages:  
o The Islamic Caliphates promoted the development of cities as political, economic, 

cultural and religious centres. Their walled cities (medina) were divided into 
neighbourhoods with a dense and irregular urban layout, with narrow streets. 

o In the Late Middle Ages (12th-14th centuries), cities re-emerged in Western Europe. 
They followed irregular layouts, with a central square around which the main 
buildings (cathedral, town hall, etc.) were located and that acted as marketplace. The 
appearance of urban palaces for the nobility and the bourgeoisie is also relevant. 
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- Modern Age: 
o 15th century: urban regeneration continued, and new ideas for town planning with 

Classical (Greek and Roman) influence sprang. The Italian city-states are examples of 
this. 

o 16th century: the grid system is widely used in new cities, for example in newly-
discovered territories such as the Americas, and in the expansion of some existing 
cities. However, it is not a complete grid, but the streets (narrow) are aligned and 
followed parallel and perpendicular lines. 

o 17th and 18th centuries: the most relevant aspect is the appearance of some public 
spaces such as squares for embellishing the cities and showing the power of the 
monarchies, as well as public buildings and palaces. The Place Vendôme in Paris and 
the Plaza Mayor in Madrid are paradigmatic examples of the former, while the Louvre 
Palace and the Royal Palace of Madrid of the latter. Also, some urban projects were 
developed such as the famous ‘Trident’ in Rome. 

 

 
The urban phenomenon is almost completely new for the majority of Africa and for large 

parts of Asia, whereas in the US, Canada and Australia it was especially developed during the 19th 
century. However, there has been a recent vigorous (almost uncontrolled) growth in all the cities. 

- 19th century: many urban projects in historical cities were carried out during the 19th 
century, responding to the needs presented by the new industrial societies and the increase 
of urban population due to the demand of workers in factories. Walls were torn down, whole 
neighbourhoods were demolished for sanitary reasons, and buildings began reaching higher 
levels. The project of Haussmann for Paris (organised radially around the Arch of Triumph 
and with great avenues) is the most important, but the Eixample of Barcelona by Ildefons 
Cerdà is also a notable example. In addition to this, the opening of large avenues was 
common, from new ones (Unter der Linden in Berlin) to the space left by the city walls 
(Ringstrasse in Vienna). The poverty of the proletariat (working class) and the insalubrity of 
their neighbourhoods led to the projection of some new urban tendencies such as the 
Garden City (E. Howard) to the Linear City (Arturo Soria, Madrid) in which industrial cities 
and nature would merge into one (suburban growth and urban sprawl). 

- 20th century: the urban phenomenon becomes more widespread, and the changes in the 
industrial and the large rural exodus led to massive changes in the cities. Skyscrapers 
appeared in the late 19th century in the USA, and New York City became the city where they 
grew the most as symbol of the wealth and status of the private corporations that built them, 
as well as of the city itself. After Wold War II, commuter towns (ciudades dormitorio) and 
large residential neighbourhoods appeared, forming the first large metropolitan areas. The 
centre of European cities were neglected, commercial and administrative areas appeared 
around them (Central Business District). Urban expansion (commuter towns, suburban 
areas, etc.) also led to great changes in communications, so new infrastructures for 
transports were required: highways, railways, underground, etc. 

- Current cities: From the 1970s onwards, cities have been ongoing another wave of change 
due to the closure of industries and the changes in the lifestyle. Industrial areas and cities 
have re-thought their urban model, historical centres have been redesigned and renewed 
and symbols have been built (the Tate Modern in London and the Guggenheim Museum in 
Bilbao’s Ría 2000 Plan are great examples).  
In other areas of the world there have been urban changes as well, from recently-developed 
cities specialised in trade (Dubai, Doha, Shanghai, etc.) or tourism (Cancún, Miami, etc.) to 
being the country’s capital (Brazil, Camberra, etc.). Also, it is worth mentioning the 
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importance of the urbanisation process in developing and underdeveloped countries, which 
has led to the creation of large megacities with great economic differences, that is, with very 
exclusive wealthy areas next to poor shanty towns and slums with very bad living conditions. 

 

 

The growth of cities and the historical evolution have led to urban centres of different sizes, 
shapes and functions. It we look at the size, cities can be considered small (less than 50 000 
inhabitants), medium (between 50 000 and 500 000 inhabitants) or large (more than 500 000 
inhabitants).  

Large cities have increased in the last decades, but also the area covered by them has also 
grown, and many have spread beyond their original limits over the surrounding rural areas or even 
joining other cities. These are called urban agglomerations, which can be: 

 Megacities: according to the UN, these are cities with more than 10 million inhabitants. They 
are economic, political and administrative centres that influence the rest of the world 
(Mexico City, Shanghai, Sao Paulo, etc.) 

 Metropolitan areas: the result of the growth of a city absorbing the surrounding towns and 
villages. This is the case of Paris, London and New York City. 

 Conurbations: one or more cities of similar size merging together. For example, Rotterdam-
Amsterdam in the Netherlands. 

 Urban regions: when a large territory is urbanised due to the growth of individual towns. A 
clear example is the Ruhr region in Germany, with cities such as Düsseldorf, Dortmund, 
Essen, Köln, etc. 

 Megalopolis: a large territory that includes metropolises and conurbations, creating a chain 
of metropolitan areas beyond the limits of a region. The Boston-Washington (Boston, New 
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington DC) and the Tokyo-Fukuoka (Tokyo, 
Yokohama, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Hiroshima, and Fukuoka) metropolises are the best 
examples of those.   
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According to the UN, cities (when dense) are more efficient than villages in the way they use 

space because they cause less damage to the natural environment. Moreover, they are able to meet 
the needs (jobs, entertainment, commerce, etc.) of the population and offer technological, scientific 
and health innovations. 

The populations of cities grow rapidly, and in some cases in a disorganized way, consequently 
creating new problems or highlighting pre-existing ones. In order to have a complete view, we 
should analyse the next aspects: 

o Because of the high demand of land there is a deterioration of certain natural areas, lack of 
green areas, planning and organisation, speculation appears, etc.  

o Pollution is a very serious problem in contemporary cities. Large cities are affected by noise, 
light and atmospheric pollution (70% of CO2 emissions); they have a great consumption of 
raw materials, industrial and manufactured products, and energy; they generate a great 
amount of rubbish every day, etc. Some cities are tackling pollution problems, but illnesses 
and even deaths are strongly linked with the pollution produced in urban areas. 

o Urban sprawl presents another problem: because of the lower densities in urban areas, the 
suburban phenomenon has a higher environmental impact, a higher price for the local 
authorities, higher requirement for transport infrastructures, etc. 

o Educational and social:  even though cities allow their population to visit many educational 
centres and institutions, they generate poor personal relationships, as well as create pockets 
of poverty and social exclusion, violence and stress. 
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About 80 % of Spanish population today live in cities, which is a tendency that begun with 
the industrialisation of certain areas of the country and has continued throughout the 20th and 21st 
centuries. There are 8124 municipalities in Spain, and the 20 most populated towns concentrate a 
quarter of the total population. The distribution of population in the different regions is also very 
uneven: Castilla y León has 1724 (77 %) of towns with less than 500 inhabitants, while Canarias and 
Murcia have none; there are only 1314 municipalities in Spain with more than 5000 inhabitants. 
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Rural settlements in Spain are: 

- North of Spain and mountainous areas: dispersed and Interdispersed settlements, with 
important presence of country houses and farmhouses separated from each other (caseríos, 
masías, etc.) 

- Castillas, Andalucía, Extremadura and the Ebro valley: due to drier climate and flatter 
terrains, settlements are clustered (concentrated) and dispersed. 

 

 
 

 
  

The process of urbanisation in Spain can be traced back to pre-Roman times, when 
Phoenicians and Greeks founded cities such as Cádiz, Málaga and Ampurias (Girona). The Romans 
began the conquest of the Iberian Peninsula in the 3rd century BCE, and they soon left their mark in 
the geography of Spain. Emerita Augusta (Mérida), Caesar Augusta (Zaragoza), Legio VII (León), 
Toletum (Toledo), Tarraco (Tarragona) and Barcino (Barcelona) are some of the main examples of 
Roman cities, and they used a dense system of roads connecting them and with other parts of the 
Empire. 

 

  
The Germanic peoples that were established in the Iberian Peninsula –most notoriously the 

Visigoths– inhabited some of the existing cities such as Toledo, but the ruralisation caused during 
the 4th and 5th centuries AD meant that most of the population lived in rural areas. The Umayyad 
conquest in 711 meant that some cities gained impulse (Toledo, Córdoba, Sevilla, Zaragoza, etc.), 
and there were foundations mostly in the southern half of the Peninsula such as Murcia, Badajoz, 
Almería and Madrid. Cities such as Granada, Córdoba, and Sevilla keep Muslim influences in their 
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layouts and monuments.  
  

 
 

In the Christian part of the Iberian Peninsula, the process of urbanisation kept the same ideas 
that throughout Europe: rural society until the 12th century, when there was an urban resurgence. 
The defensive importance of cities was a particularity in the High Middle Ages in Spain, so cities such 
as Salamanca, Zamora, Ávila, Segovia, Jaca and Pamplona acted as political and defensive centres 
for the Christian kingdoms. In the Late Middle Ages, parallel to Europe, cities were founded and pre-
existing cities grew. It is worth mentioning Bilbao (founded in the 13th century), Burgos, Toledo, 
Ciudad Real, Valencia, Barcelona, etc.  

As explained above, medieval cities were walled and followed irregular layouts, with central 
squares functioning as political, religious, economic and social centres.  

 
Medieval Toledo 
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Urbanism in Spain experienced great changes in the Modern Age, mostly centred in Madrid, 

which was chosen as permanent court (capital of the kingdom) in 1561. New neighbourhoods in 
cities such as Sevilla and Madrid followed grid patters, as well as new foundations such as Santa Fe 
(Granada). 

 
Santa Fe (Granada) was founded by the Reyes Católicos 

  
In the 17th century and 18th centuries, urban spaces saw the introduction of new elements 

such as the Plazas Mayores in Salamanca, Madrid and Barcelona mentioning a few. In the capital 
some green areas were created for the kings (Reales Sitios such as Casa de Campo and Buen Retiro), 
as well as for high nobility in others. 
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Madrid in the mid-16th century and in the late 17th century 

 

  
The mid-19th century saw great transformations in Spanish cities: walls were pulled down 

(due to hygienic reasons –the defensive was useless after the appearance of gunpowder in the 15th 
century, and their taxation role was substituted for new fiscal policies), and population grew a lot. 
Therefore, new expansions following grid layouts were planned in most cities, new wide avenues 
were opened, new infrastructures (train stations, for instance) were required, historic centres were 
reformed, etc. The expansion of Barcelona, by Ildefons Cerdà, is studied as great example of these 
new urban changes.  

After the demolition of the city walls, he used the reserved space for defense (1200 metres) 
for his new project. Large diagonal avenues crossed the grid, where the spaces would be occupied 
by blocks with a public space in the centre. This inspired other expansions such as the one in Madrid 
(Argüelles, Chamberí, Barrio de Salamanca, Retiro, etc.), Bilbao, Valencia, etc. On the negative side, 
these expansions expelled people that had formed illegal neighbourhoods outside the city walls 
(arrabales) further out, where living conditions were poor, services were inexistent, etc.  

 
The project of the Eixample by Ildefons Cerdà for Barcelona. The historic centre and surrounding villages (Sants, 

Gràcia, etc.) can be distinguished too. 

 
 In addition to these expansions, new theories such as the Ciudad Lineal by Arturo Soria and 
the colonies for workers were created. They looked for the improvement of the living conditions of 
the working classes, but middle and high classes took also advantage of them. 
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 Before the Civil War (1936-39), the most notable urban change that happened in our cities 
were the opening of large avenues in the historical centres. The Gran Vía in Madrid and the Vía 
Laietana in Barcelona are the main examples. 
 

  
Urban growth accelerated parallel to the growth of population in Spain and the increase of 

the industrialisation rate. From the late 1950s onwards the rural exodus brought to the great cities. 
Large shanty towns and irregular neighbourhoods appeared in the periphery of cities, so great public 
and private projects were created for sheltering the new urban population. 

  
Barrio del Pilar and advertising for the Parque de San Juan Bautista (Madrid). 

 

 Since the arrival of democracy, the framework for urban planning of cities (Planes Generales 
de Ordenación Urbana) have been more respectful with the needs of the population, and services 
and infrastructures were thought even before the neighbourhoods were created. However, 
urbanised areas are larger, so urban sprawl is increasing. Cities such as Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, 
Bilbao and Sevilla have great metropolitan areas.  
 Current cities are divided into: historical centre, residential areas (19th century expansions 
and working-class neighbourhoods built from the 1950s onwards), communal areas (green areas, 
hospitals, schools, universities, etc. Generally in the urban periphery), suburbs (in the outskirts, with 
terraced and detached family houses built from the 1980s, and also large developments for large 
populations such as Sanchinarro or Ensanche de Vallecas) and industrial states (for industries and 
business, with good transport links).  
Currently, the largest cities are: 

1. Madrid: 3 182 981 
2. Barcelona: 1 620 809 
3. Valencia: 787 808 
4. Sevilla: 690 566 
5. Zaragoza: 664 938 
6. Málaga: 569 002 
7. Murcia: 443 243 
8. Palma: 406 492 
9. Las Palmas de Gran Canaria: 377 650 
10. Bilbao: 345 110

 
The largest metropolitan areas are: 

1. Madrid: 5 989 237 
2. Barcelona: 5 179 728 
3. Valencia: 1 541 047 
4. Sevilla: 1 304 613 
5. Málaga: 966 478 
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The challenges urban spaces and the distribution of population in Spain face are mostly 
related with the redistribution of the population, since distant villages have been abandoned 
(demographic deserts) and rural areas are inhabited mostly by elderly population. Therefore, the 
formation of large urban spaces centre not only work, services, leisure, etc., but also younger 
populations that guarantee the future of many areas of the country. 
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EXERCISES: 
 

1. Explain the differences between: 
a. City and rural settlement. 
b. Dispersed, concentrated and interdispersed settlements. 
c. Metropolitan area and conurbation. 
d. Grid system and irregular layout. 
e. Roman and medieval cities. 
f. Urban structure and urban morphology. 
g. 19th century expansions and urban sprawl. 

 
2. Compare these urban landscapes by explaining their morphology and the different 

historical periods in which they were created.  
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3. Mark the different areas of the city in the plan (pre-industrial city, expansion, and 
periphery). 
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4. The following images correspond to a different type of urban agglomeration. Identify them 
and justify your answer. 
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TEXT – THE 100 MILLION CITY: IS 21ST CENTURY 

URBANISATION OUT OF CONTROL? 
John Vidal, The Guardian. 19 March, 2018. 
Projections suggest cities will swell at an astonishing pace – but whether that means our salvation 
or an eco-disaster is by no means certain 

The 1960 street map of Lagos, Nigeria, shows a small 
western-style coastal city surrounded by a few semi-
rural African villages. Paved roads quickly turn to dirt, 
and fields to forest. There are few buildings over six 
floors high and not many cars. 
No one foresaw what happened next. In just two 
generations Lagos grew 100-fold, from under 
200,000 people to nearly 20 million. Today one of the 
world’s 10 largest cities, it sprawls across nearly 1,000 
sq km. Vastly wealthy in parts, it is largely chaotic and 
impoverished. Most residents live in informal 
settlements, or slums. The great majority are not 
connected to piped water or a sanitation system. The 
city’s streets are choked with traffic, its air is full of 
fumes, and its main dump covers 40 hectares and 
receives 10,000 metric tons of waste a day. 
But new research suggests that the changes Lagos 
has seen in the last 60 years may be nothing to what 
might take place in the next 60. If Nigeria’s population 
continues to grow and people move to cities at the 
same rate as now, Lagos could become the world’s 
largest metropolis, home to 85 or 100 million people. 
By 2100, it is projected to be home to more people 
than California or Britain today, and to stretch 
hundreds of miles – with enormous environmental 
effects. 
Hundreds of far smaller cities across Asia 
and Africa could also grow exponentially, say the 
Canadian demographers Daniel Hoornweg and Kevin 
Pope at the University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology. They suggest that Niamey, the barely 
known capital of Niger – a west African country with 
the highest birth rate in the world – could explode 
from a city of fewer than one million people today to 
be the world’s eighth-largest city, with 46 million 
people, in 2100. Sleepy Blantyre in southern Malawi 
could mushroom to the size of New York City today. 

Under the researchers’ extreme scenario – where 
countries are unable to control fertility rates and 
urbanisation continues apace – within 35 years more 
than 100 cities will have populations larger than 5.5 
million people. By 2100, say the authors, the world’s 
population centers will have shifted to Asia and 
Africa, with only 14 of the 101 largest cities in Europe 
or the Americas. 
What happens to those cities over the next 30 years 
will determine the global environment and the 
quality of life of the world’s projected 11 billion 
people. It’s impossible to know how exactly how 
cities will grow, of course. But the stark fact, 
according to the United Nations, is that much of 
humanity is young, fertile and increasingly urban.  
Latest UN projections expect the world’s population 
to grow by 2.9 billion – equal to another China and 
India – in the next 33 years, and possibly by a further 
three billion by the end of the century. By then, says 
the UN, humanity is expected to have developed into 
an almost exclusively urban species with 80-90% of 
people living in cities. 
Whether those cities develop into sprawling, chaotic 
slums – with unbreathable air, uncontrolled 
emissions and impoverished populations starved of 
food and water – or become truly sustainable 
depends on how they respond. Many economists 
argue that population growth is needed to create 
wealth, and that urbanisation significantly reduces 
humanity’s environmental impact. Other observers 
fear cities are becoming ungovernable – too unwieldy 
to adapt to rising temperatures and sea levels, and 
prone to pollution, water shortages and ill health. 
Many cities are already investing in clean transport 
and water, sewage, renewable energy, planning, 
wellbeing and good housing for all. Others face what 
seem like insurmountable problems. 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. How las Lagos changed in the last 50 years? What problems has it got? 
2. How is the projection for Lagos in the future? Is it the only African city with that future? 
3. What will the problems of cities in the future? 
4. What are the positive aspects of urbanisation? 
5. What measures can be taken for a better urban life? 
6. Look to the article ‘Cities in numbers’ (LINK) and explain briefly the different situation in Europe and 

North America. 
7. How would your ideal city be? Justify your answers. 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/nov/23/cities-in-numbers-how-patterns-of-urban-growth-change-the-world
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MAPA POLÍTICO DE ESPAÑA 
 

ANDALUCÍA 
Almería Cádiz Córdoba Granada Huelva 

Jaén Málaga Sevilla   

ARAGÓN Huesca Teruel Zaragoza     

ASTURIAS Asturias         

ISLAS BALEARES Islas Baleares       

ISLAS CANARIAS Las Palmas Santa Cruz de Tenerife     

CANTABRIA Cantabria         

CASTILLA - LA 
MANCHA 

Albacete Ciudad Real Cuenca Guadalajara Toledo 

CASTILLA Y LEÓN 
Ávila Burgos León Palencia Salamanca 

Segovia Soria Valladolid Zamora  

CATALUÑA Barcelona Gerona Lérida Tarragona   

EXTREMADURA Badajoz Cáceres       

GALICIA La Coruña Lugo Orense Pontevedra   

LA RIOJA La Rioja         

MADRID Madrid         

MURCIA Murcia         

NAVARRA Navarra         

PAÍS VASCO Álava Guipúzcoa Vizcaya     

VALENCIA Alicante Castellón Valencia     

* Ciudades autónomas Ceuta Melilla     
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POLITICAL MAP OF EUROPE 
 

  

1 Albania Tirana 

2 Austria Vienna 

3 Belarus Minsk 

4 Belgium Brussels 

5 Bosnia and Herzegovina Sarajevo 

6 Bulgaria Sofia 

7 Croatia Zagreb 

8 Cyprus Nicosia 

9 Czech Republic Prague 

10 Denmark Copenhagen 

11 Estonia Tallinn 

12 Finland Helsinki 

13 France Paris 

14 Germany Berlin 

15 Greece Athens 

16 Hungary Budapest 

17 Iceland Reykjavík 

18 Ireland Dublin 

19 Italy Rome 

20 Latvia Riga 

21 Lithuania Vilnius 

22 Macedonia Skopje 

23 Montenegro Podgorica 

24 Netherlands Amsterdam 

25 Norway Oslo 

26 Poland Warsaw 

27 Portugal Lisbon 

28 Romania Bucharest 

29 Russia Moscow 

30 Serbia Belgrade 

31 Slovakia Bratislava 

32 Slovenia Ljubljana 

33 Spain Madrid 

34 Sweden Stockholm 

35 Switzerland Bern 

36 Turkey Ankara 

37 Ukraine Kiev 

38 United Kingdom London 
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POLITICAL MAP OF AMERICA 

 
  

1 Argentina Buenos Aires 

2 Bolivia La Paz 

3 Brazil Brasilia 

4 Canada Ottawa 

5 Chile Santiago 

6 Colombia Bogotá 

7 Costa Rica San José 

8 Cuba Havana 

9 Dominican Republic Santo Domingo 

10 Ecuador Quito 

11 Guatemala Guatemala City 

12 Haiti Port-au-Prince 

13 Jamaica Kingston 

14 Mexico Mexico City 

15 Panama Panama City 

16 Paraguay Asunción 

17 Peru Lima 

18 United States of America Washington, D.C. 

19 Uruguay Montevideo 

20 Venezuela Caracas 
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POLITICAL MAP OF ASIA 
 

  

1 Afghanistan Kabul 

2 China Beijing 

3 India New Delhi 

4 Indonesia Jakarta 

5 Iran Tehran 

6 Iraq Baghdad 

7 Japan Tokyo 

8 Kazakhstan Akmola 

9 Laos Vientiane 

10 Malaysia Kuala Lumpur 

11 Mongolia Ulan-Bator 

12 Myanmar Naypyidaw 

13 Nepal Kathmandu 

14 North Korea Pyongyang 

15 Pakistan Islamabad 

16 Philippines Manila 

17 Saudi Arabia Riyadh 

18 South Korea Seoul 

19 Syria Damascus 

20 Thailand Bangkok 

21 Vietnam Hanoi 
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POLITICAL MAP OF AFRICA 
 

  

1 Algeria Algiers 

2 Angola Luanda 

3 Cameroon Yaoundé 

4 Central African Republic Bangui 

5 Chad N'Djamena 

6 
Democratic Republic of the 
Congo 

Kinshasa 

7 Egypt Cairo 

8 Ethiopia Addis Ababa 

9 Kenya Nairobi 

10 Libya Tripoli 

11 Madagascar Antananarivo 

12 Mali Bamako 

13 Mauritania Nouakchott 

14 Morocco Rabat 

15 Mozambique Maputo 

16 Namibia Windhoek 

17 Niger Niamey 

18 Nigeria Abuja 

19 Somalia Mogadishu 

20 South Africa Pretoria 

21 South Sudan Juba 

22 Sudan Khartoum 

23 Tanzania Dar es-Salam 

24 Tunisia Tunis 
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POLITICAL MAP OF OCEANIA 
 

  

1 Australia Canberra 

2 New Zealand Wellington 
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HOW TO DO A NOTEBOOK GREAT 
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HOW TO MAKE A TIMELINE 
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HOW TO DEFINE (IN HISTORY) 

 

 


